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Chapter I
ISSUES

RELAT~D

TO FLOOD DETERMINATION

THE SCALING ISSUE
Levees,

channels, storage reservoirs and other structural flood

control components may be sized to protect against inundation by floods
of various magnitude.

The design flood magnitude is commonly desig-

nated by a percent chance of being equalled or exceeded in any given
year.

Design sizes to protect against larger floods

( those having a

smaller chance of occurrence) achieve greater economic benefits (net
reduction in average annual damages) and provide greater safety for the
lives and property of the people protected.
greater cost

(expenditure of public funds) and sometimes greater en-

vironmental and social disruption.
determining

However, they do so at

the

design

Project sizing is the process of

level of protection

(chance

of design flood

occurrence) that achieves the best balance between a project too small
to achieve acceptable benefits and safety and a project so large as to
be an unnecessary burden to the taxpayer and to the natural and social
environments.
The criterion of economic efficiency resol,es this issue by providing a basis for selection of the design flood that maximizes project
net benefits or total project benefits minus total project cost.
principle

of economic

optimization was

incorporated as

This

the national

economic development objective by the lVater Resources Co lncil in the
l
Principles and Standards for agency application.
The history of feqeral project design, however, shows that many
selected design floods vary from this standard and that the departures

I
U.s. Water Resources Council.
Planning of Water and Land Resources.

Principles and Standards for

are biased toward provision. of higher leveJ s of protection.
dency raises several issues.

This ten-

Is the additional financial burden as-

sociated with the higher cost of a larger project warranted?
additional

environmental burden of greater disruption by larger pro-

jects warranted?
be

built

Is the

to

Do the processes

contain floods

efficiency--and

u~ed

to decide which projects should

larger than those prescribed by economic

how much larger those

projects

should be--treat all

owners of flood plain property equitably, or are they more favorable to
some interests than·to others?
Theoretical Considerations
If there are no legitimate reasons of theory or equity for depart-

ing from economic optimality, any such departure in practice must be
reckoned undesirable.
departures,

However,

if there are sound reasons for such

one must ask if· the particular departures being· made are

soundly grounded in explicit applications of these legitimate reasons.
If the answer to that enquiry were clearly yes, or so close to yes that
further

analysis

and

corrective

effort

further

enquiries would be necessary.

could

not

be

justified·,

no

If the answer were negative,

specific departures would need to be identified and analyzed to determine the magnitude of the associated financial cost and environmental
disruption.

Then, the decision-making processes leading to these un-

satisfactory choices would need to be analyzed to determine what factors underlied the disruptive results and what methods would be most
productive for influencing the decision-making process to become more
in line with the public interest.

The discipline of welfare economics, which developed the

theoreti~

cal foundation for economic efficiency criteria, has long distinguished
a first order pr social welfare function that encompasses and adds to
the second order or net benefit maximization principle by incorporating
values

that

cannot be

expressed in monetary units.
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The concept of

mUltiple objective planning as developed over the last 15 years, has
dealt

with

this

problem

by

providing

a

theoretical

foundation for

identifying and quantifying other important objectives and integrating
them with planning for economic efficiency.
dards

The Principles and Stan-

is the instrument most responsible for instigating working ap-

plication
Certainly,

of

this

planning perspective by federal water agencies.

the concept of considering objectives other than economic

efficiency in selection of design flood levels must be co'nsidered legitimate;

the first

question of this

section must be answered in the

affirmative.
Since the concept of other objectives is legitimate, the theoretical

soundness

of

departures

from

economic

optimality in design

flood selection depends on whether or not the specific objectives being
used are legitimate and if optimality with respect to them, varies from
optimality with respect to economic efficiency.

The principal other

objective used in flood control project scaling is the personal safety
and peace of mind of residents in protected areas.

It is an objective

that one cannot quarrel with theoretically and which, as presented in
detail later in this report, has been required of the federal agencies
by congressional mandate.

Since a higher level of protection enhances

this objective, the legitimacy of protecting

hum~n

life can justify the

selection of a

design flood greater than the one that maximizes net

benefits.

same rationale can be applied for

The

other objectives.

environmental and

The analysis then revolves about determining whether

or not the specific departures occurring in practice can be considered
sound.
nomic

That determination requires empirical information on how ecobenefits,

handled

in

hazards to life,

project

scaling

and other objectives are now being

within

the

federal

water

agencies.

In

summary, the principle of departure is theoretically sound, but individual departures can only be judged as to soundness by examining their
specifics.
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Empirical Context
The ideal context for appraising actual decision-making processes
would be the examination of many similar projects planned according to
similar criteria within a fairly short period of time.

The study could

then determine relatively easily whether different planning units and
agencies in different sections of the country are making consistent and
therefore equitable decisions.
The actual context in which the agencies,!

Each potential project has unique physical

place is quite different.
factors

and

decision-making takes

implications

for

values . which

local

prevent

strict

analogies with others. The duration of project planning is longer than
the life of some

design criteria, and rule changes sometimes require

shifts in project design midway through the planning process.

The long

duration of the planning process also requires sometimes that planning
agencies
rules.

simultaneously

consider

projects

planned

under

different

National goals, technological possibilities, planning concepts

and directives,

and local preferences can all fluctuate grea tlyover

the period required to plan a project.

If it were determjned that pas 1:

projects were planned inadequately, the agencies'

response could well

be that planning is now done differently.
Three major trends in planning for flood damage reduction have
affected the decision-making in recent years, namely: (1) an increasing
specificity of official intra and interagency guidance on how to plan;
(2) a movement toward the quantification and more explicit consideration of non-economic
exclusive

objectives;

and

(3) a movement from the almost

reliance on structural flood

control measures

consideration and use of nonstructural measures.

towards the

These changes have

not proceeded at an equal rate with respect to all agencies, all planning offices of a given agency or all personnel at a particular planning
office.

The institutionalization of agency and interagency guidance

has been more effective

in some areas than in others.

planning practice is dynamic.

In summary,

Past practices will not necessarily be
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repeated

and

empirical

observation

of

what has

general guide to what is happening now.

happened is

only a

Past deficiencies therefore

cannot be treated as a sure guide to needed change.
The major implication of the dynamic context for this study is
that

one

cannot

expect

to

reach

valid

conclusions

by

theoretical

derivation or carefully structured empirical experimentation.

It is

more productive to discuss the issues with practicing engineers and
planners

to

determine

their perceptions

of public needs and policy

requirements, their conceptions of the issues, and· the planning principles

they intend to apply.

likely

than

officially

This type· of information is far more

documented

past

planning

results

to explain

present planning decisions on project scaling and suggest what future
practices will be.
selecting

levels

The projected future decision-making practices in
of

protection can then be compared with normative

practice to determine whether additional or revised planning guidance
would be useful.
Issues in Definition of the Design Flood
A frequent oversight when discussing economic analysis of flood
control measures is the failure to recognize the number of design decisions involving scaling issues.

The simplistic appJ'oach is defini-

tion of the design flood in terms of incipient flooding, development of
a

single

flooding,

curve

of net benefi ts versus design frequency of incipient

and selection of the frequency associated with the maximum

point on the curve for use in project design.
However,
design floods.

it is common for a single project to have a variety of

In addition to reducing the frequency of incipient

flooding, the designer needs to reduce the damages larger floods would
cause.
flood

For example, the design flood for a storage reservoir is the
that can be contained in dedicated flood
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storage operated in

accord with some standard procedure.

Other larger design floods are

those used to determine the crest stage for the emergency spillway and
the flood to be contained without the dam being overtopped.

The design

flood usually referenced for a channel ( a conveyance that keeps the
surface of the design flood near or below ground level) or for a levee
(design water surface above ground level) is the largest flood that
will be entirely contained.

Other design floods pertinent to these

measures are those used to: (1) size riprap, bridge openings and other
appurtenances to channels so that flows exceeding channel capacity do
not cause their failure and/or worsen flood problems; and (2) design
levees

so

that any overtopping that does

occur will take place at

locations minimizing total damage and hazard to

life.

Still other

design floods are used for nonstructural measures in areas partially
protected by structural flood control.
Separate economic optimizations to maximize benefits net of costs
could

be

floods,
that:

performed to

select a frequency for each of

these design

but any effort to do so is greatly complicated by the facts
(1) the· estimates of flows associated with a hydrologic proba-

bility for those rarer events used to design against structural failure
are much less precise than those for more ordinary floods; and (2) the
social and environmental intangibles become relatively more important
than economic factors among the consequences of those rarer floods.
For these reasons, It was elected for this study to investi.gate project
scaling only with respect to design floods as defined by

~~he

frequency

of incipient damages.
A second but related issue is that a design flood defined at a
point of incipient damages gives little information on the severity
2
range of larger floods .
In one case, a channel designed to carry the
lOO-year flow may be

overtopped by several feet during the 200-year

2

Davis and VIm, "Degree of Protection; What are the Major 1ssues?1I Corps of Engineers, Hydrologic Engineering Center,Davis, California, November 29, 1977.
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flood,

whereas in another case,

inches.
when

the

overtopping may be only a. few

Certainly, these two situations have quite different effects

measured

with

respect

to

economic

objectives and consequently

quite different implications with respect to the advisability of going
to a larger design flood.
STUDY OBJECTIVES
The first

step in determining whether the Corps of Engineers,

Soil Conservation Service,

Tennessee Valley Authority, and Bureau of

Reclamation practices are soundly grounded and equitably executed is to
determine

what

those

practices

are.

This

step

corresponds

to

the

purpose for this project stated by the Water Resources Council, namely
to analyze and describe the procedure for agencies I determination of
project design floods.
A second step, determining the basis for existing practices, is
needed for determination of whether the reasons are valid and of what
might be effective in changing practices that are not.

Consequently,

the objectives of the analysis of the described Agency procedures were
fourfold, namely to:

1.

Identify the criteria which are no .... used to choose a
project

design

flood

level

other than that which

maximizes net economic benefits and explain why each
criterion is significant.

These criteria are to be

arranged to the extent practicable in an order from
most

significant to least significant in terms of

their importance to the agency decisions regarding
choice of project design flood protection levels.
The judgments of significance are to be based on the
collective information from the various agency respondents.
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2.

Specify, as possible from the availabJe information,
ways of expressing the value (monetary or nonmonetary)

of

the

additional

these

criteria

flood

level

for

benefits

recommending

attributable
a

project

to

design

other than that level which maximizes

net economic benefits.

3.

Idenqfy

the

encountered

characteristics
costs

(type

of

differences
project)

in

and

project

associated

between the recommended project and the pro-

ject which maximizes

net

economic benefits.

This

enables differences in the type of project (example
reservoir vs.

enlarged channel) and the incremental

cost to be made explicit.
4.

Identify policy options which may be im'plemented to
address any problems or inconsistencies arising from
identified

lack

of

uniform,

acceptable

procedures

for selection of project design flood level of protection.

STUDY METHODOLOGY
The changing dynamics of the planning process mean that future planning
procedures are best predicted by understanding how planners perceive prob-=lems and why they choose one alternative over another for dealing with them.
The

study methodology therefore identified key planners and engineers and

sought

information from them on what level of protection they have been

choosing to provide, what factors have led them to make those choices, and
their general philosophy on the issues related to project. scaling.

Approxi-

mately 45 planners and engineers in the Corps of Engineers, 10 in the Soil
Conservation Service,

3 in the Tennessee Valley Authority, and 6 in the

Bureau of Reclamation were interviewed by telephone in November and December
of

1978.

The

individuals

interviewed

were

selected

by

the

respective

agencies at their chief of planning or national level and were chosen to
covor

planning

decision-making

at

the

district,

regional,

and

national

levels.
The

examination of the policies and procedures in each agency began

with review of the agency's legislated objectives because of the influence
official missions have on operational policy.
fic

agency guidance

At the next step, the speci-

on design flood selection was obtained and reviewed.

With this information at hand, district and regional field personnel were
contacted and asked five basic questions: 3
1.

Does your planning process routinely determine the
level of protection in project design that maximizes
net benefits?

If this is done in some but not all

cases, . what fa.ctors govern the decision to perform
or not perform the analysis?
2.

Does your planning unit have a policy dictating a
minimum

acceptable

tural flood control?

level of protection for

struc-

How does that policy vary with

measure

type

(levees,

storage)

and land use

channels,
(rural vs.

and

reservoir

urban and resi-

dential vs. industrial)?

3.

Has your planning unit selected or accepted projects
that

provide

less

than

the economically optimal

level of protection?

What factors were used to jus-

tify this decision?

What example project reports

illustrate these points?

3

The questions were asked orally and their number and precise
wording varied as study objectives and methodology became more sharply
in focus during the course of the investigation; the substance rather
than the exact content of these questions is stated here.
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4.

Has your planning unit selected or accepted projects
that provide greater than the economically optimal
and minimum acceptable level of protection?

What

faCtors were used to justify this decision?

What

example project reports illustrate these points?

5. Has your planning unit used or do you have any ideas
for quantifying any factors, other than the benefits
and costs customarily used in economic analysis, for
determining the optimal level of protection from a
multiple objective viewpoint?
Answers to the interview questions were then discussed with planners and engineers at the national level.

Referenced reports that

could be obtained within the available time frame were reviewed.

Infor-

mation obtained in these several ways was then synthesized to establish
reasons why decisions and viewpoints vary the way they do, and whether
actual planning practice is causing problems of over scaling or inequitable treatment of beneficiaries. . The end product was a set of recommendations on what the Water Resources Council might do to define these
important issues more precisely and to use the information obtained to
improve the planning process.
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CHAPTER II
FLOOD CONTROL SCALING PRACTICES OF THE CORPS OF ENGINEERS
AV i\[Lt\BLI~ GO r DANCl':

Authorizing Legislation
The flood control program of the Corps of Engineers was made
nationwide when the project purpose was added by the Flood Control Act
of 1936, to the much older program to improve rivers and harbors for
navigation.

The Act specified that flood control projects were to be

undertaken "if the benefits to whomsoever they may accrue are in excess
of the estimated costs, and if the lives and social security of people
. 1

are otherwise adversely affected: (33 U.S.C.A. 701a, 701b)

The Corps

interprets this to mean that a project must pass the test of economic
feasibility, but the Corps' funding is not warranted "if the magnitude
of the remaining damages is of such significance that i t would still
cause major adverse affects on the lives and security of the people .,,2
Benefits must exceed cost, and the residual damages cannot be large.
With this interpretation, the benefit-cost ratio criterion establishes
a maximum project scale at the point where the overall ratio equals
unity. 3
The maximization-of-the-net-benefits criterion specifies a
minimum project scale in that the "lives and social security of people"
criterion could only favor a departure from economic optimality in the
direction of a larger project.
The Flood Control Act of 1970 (84 Stat. 1829) specified that
flood control project planning should use the criteria of social wellbeing and regional economic development, and Congressmen have expressed
1

National Water Commission, "A Summary Digest of the Federal
Water Laws and Programs," 1973, p. 77.
2

Circular No. 1105-2-86,
Protection," June 6, 1978, p. A-I.

3 Davis/Ulm, op. cit., p. 2.

"Flood Damage Prevention: Level of

displeasure at the Corps for not using these criteria to size projects
larger than can be justified by a benefit-cost ratio of unity. 4
In
fact, legislation considered by the 95th Congress (H.R. 8061) and likely to be proposed to the 96th Congress early in 1979 would specifically
require consideration of the social well-being factors of: (1) income
distribution; (2) educational, cultural, or recreational opportunities;
(3) emergency preparedness;

(4) disruption of desirable community and

regional growth; and (5) psychological impact.

The points to be made.

here are that considerable Congressional pressure is being exerted on
the

Corps

to

consider

social well-being factors

and

thereby

size

projects at larger than their economic optimal scale and that the legislative authorization for their flood control program can reasonably be
interpreted as requiring them to do so.
Agency Guidance
Corps of Engineers I

regulations go into considerable detail in

defining how planners are to estimate the beneficial contributions of
flood

control

to

national

economic

development.

For

example

ER

1105-2-351, June 13, 1975, contains 39 pages defining the general principles and standards of benefit evaluation, the categories of economic
benefit to measure and how to measure them, and how to validate estimated benefits.

Other relevant regulations are ER 1105-2-200 and ER

1105-2-250.

these,

Of

ER 1105-2-200,

July 13,

1978,

specifically

outlines the multiobjective planning framework for selecting the level
of protection during project formulation by describing procedures for
evaluation of alternative measures.

As summarized in draft regulation

EC n05-2-86, June 16, 1978, the recommended process is to: (1) determine

the

level

of protection maximizing net economic benefits;. (2)

formulate

plans

to

formulate

other plans

4

protect against the standard project flood;
for

higher

or lower

(3)

of protection as

Hearings (95-43) before the Subcommittee on Water Resources of

t~e Committee on Public Works and Transportation, House of Representa-

tlves, 95th Congress, First Session, on H.R. 8061, 1978, p. 268-9.
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guided

by environmental,

social,

or technical

considerations or th('

desires of the local people; (4) evaluate all formulated plans in terms
of net benefits, residual average annual damages, and residual

damage~

associated with a single occurrance of the standard project flood, and
other factors; and (5) select an appropriate level of protection on the
basis of this information.

The factors other than damages specifically

mentioned are data reliability, risk and the consequences of exceeding
various flood levels, and the potential for catastrophe. Short warning
time, high velocities, and great depths of inundation are given as
factors indicating high catastrophic potential.

EC 1105-2-86 states

that "catastrophe" is an event causing sudden and widespread misfortune, destruction, or irreplaceable loss; a catastrophe may be said to
occur when many human lives are endangered, human lives may be or have
been lost or when extensive property damage occurs, either in small
urban communities or large metropolitan areas."
EC 1105-2-86 recommends as policy that the standard project flood
(an event whose probability of occurrence in any given year varies with
location from about 0.005 to 0.0002)5 be considered the minimum level
of

protection

in

situations where

failure

spells

catastrophe.

The

implication is that since a Standard Project Flood has roughly a 22
6
percent chance of occurring during a 100-year project design life,the
Corps is not willing to accept a risk of catastrophe over project life
much larger than about 20 percent.

Higher levels of protection up to

the probable maximum flood would be recommended if incrementally justified.

In urban areas where potential flooding would not be catas-

trophic and in rural areas, levels of protection less than the standard
project

flood

may be

used as

selected by

the

five-point

planning

process outlined in the previous paragraph.

5

The probability of occurrence during a 100-year project life
is much larger.

6

Engineering circular 1105-2-86, June 16, 1978.
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In Appendix A to EC 1105-2-86, Corps participants in a policy
conference (May 10, 1977) that discussed the minimum level of protection reached a

consensus

that current policy was adequate and

sufficient guidance was available.

that

The conferees also recognized that

it is not reasonable to try to apply universal guidelines hut better to
apply good judgment in individual cases.

In summary, COl ps' guidance

favors going to a level of protection higher than that maximizing net
benefits

unless

it can be

shown that

residual damages do not imply

catastrophe and that the people who would suffer the damages are aware
of and able to cope with the risk.

Corps' policy favors allowingflexi-

bility for regional and community differences.
RECENT POLICY TRENDS
While the Corps has some old projects built to lower levels of
protection than the agency would now accept,
last decade do not indicate an obvious
minimum

acceptable

level

of

protection.

policy changes over the

trend upward or downward in
There

is

a

trend

toward

greater engineering and planning sophistication that is reducing the
likelihood of design deficiencies producing structures that provide a
level of protection significantly lower than intended.
INTERVIEW FINDINGS
Question 1: Is the necessary analysis always performed to identify the level of protection maximizing net benefits:
Corps

personnel at all districts

routinely determine the
Some

examine a

range of

level

questioned

replied that

they

of protection maximizing net benefits.

design flood

return periods from about the

10-year to larger than the standard project flood to be slire to econompass the point of maximization while others confine their search to the
range between the 100-year and the standard project flood in order to
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save planning time by not evaluating alternatives
tionally unacceptable.

that are institu-

Use of the IOO-year level as the lower bound

was more usual for levees than for channels and reservoirs since levees
providing a

lesser level of protection are almost sure to be found

unacceptable.

The point was also made that the level of protection

maximizing net benefits was often estimated by reading points from a
smooth curve drawn through costs and benefits estimated from a relatively few project designs and was not verified by a specific design and
analysis

at

the optimal point thus

identified.

The fact

that the

optimum design is not detailed nor cost estimated with anything close
to

the

accuracy

used

for

the final design complicates attempts. to

specify differences between the two explicitly.
Some

individuals

higher

in

the

agency

review chain,

however,

noted that the net benefit maximizing exercise was not consistently
objective.

Some

districts regularly optimize at a

relatively high

level of protection while others regularly optimize at a relatively low
level, even though these differences cannot be explained by physical
and economic differences between flood plains.

These individuals noted

that many benefits are difficult to estimate because the required data
are costly to obtain or verify and that all planning teams do not have
adequate time and money to achieve precise benefit quantification for
project formulation.

A few individuals mentioned exceptions where economic optimization was not performed.

Those included levees whose design level was

predetermined by a requirement to tie into existing levees, reservoirs
whose size was determined by a discontinuity in the cost function (a
minimum cost point dominated benefit variation)

such as occurs at

shifts from a sidechannel to a saddle emergency spillway, and projects
previously authorized at a specified level.
The total Corps' flood control program varies from major projects
to emergency repairs under the authority of Public Law 99 of privately
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installed structural measures recently damaged by a flood.
tations

to

determine

economic

The compu-

optimality are routinely· performed for

the larger projects but the pressures to restore flood-damaged structures before the next major event precludes taking time for economic
optimality

determinations.

planning would

be

Furthermore,

inconsistent with

the

cost

of

such detailed

the level of experiditure on the

facility.
Question 2:

The

What is the minimum acceptable level of protection?

respondents

generally

perceived

a

policy

of

the

minimum

acceptable level of protection increasing from reservoirs to channels
to levees and from rural to industrial to residential land use.

Dis-

trict poL.cies on level of protection tended to be higher in regions
that had in recent years suffered a flood in the order of magnitude of
the

standard

project

flood,

where it was easy to provide a standard

project flood level of protection at reasonable cost,
hydrographs rise quickly.
areas were

supported

or where flood

Use of lower levels· of- protection in some

by arguments that it is· better to reduce flood

caused deaths from 80 to 10 than to continue to suffer the 80 because
the 10 cannot

be

reduced

to

zero, and that some communi ties had an

established record of successfully responding to flood warnings. Specific points made according to type of structural measures and predominate land use were:
A.

Levees protecting urban areas: Many stated that stan-

dard project flood protection is always provided in the
case of high levees, channels with supercritical

flow,

and areas subject to flash flooding with short warning
times.

Others sought to provide as close to standard

project flood protection as possible and still maintain
a

benefit-cost

ratio

100-year protection,

greater

th,ap .unity.

At

least

in some districts 200-year protec-

tion, is provided in those cases.
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One

r~spondent

tised a

lOO-year

flood or the flood of record,

whichever was

smaller,

because of a viewpoint that the local people

would not accept a design that could not contain a flood
that they could remember.

Another respondent considered

lOO-year and standard project flood protection as the
two alternatives but did not consider levels in between.
Som~

regarded these policies as very rigid but others

interpreted them more as targets that could be relaxed
where circumstances warranted.

Situations cited as ex-

amples of where the above standards can be relaxed were
where facility failure would not be catas;:;rophic (relatively

low

measures

levees),

that

where

supplemental

nonstructural

would prevent catastrophes are assured,

where hydraulic analysis shows that such levees would
unduly aggravate downstream flooding,

or where none of

the urban land use is residential.
B. Channels protecting urban areas: Stated policies for
channels protecting urban areas were generally the same
as those for levees except that greater flexibility for
going to lower levels of protection was provided.

The

reason for this was because channelr generally reduce
flood

stages

for

all

frequencies

rather

than

create

situations in which failure by overtopping causes catastrophes

by

sending

a wall of water through the area

protected against floods of lesser frequency.

The excep-

tion in tending toward greater flexibility for channels
(

,

,

was the case where the channel was designed for supercritical flows with high velocities that could be devastating if allowed out of bank.
C.

Reeservoirs protecting urban areas: Reservoirs, it

was pointed out, can only provide a full level of protection immediately downstream.

Further downstream, uncon-

trolled tributary inflows become a larger fraction of
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the

total

flow and diminish the level of protection.

Often, the areas immediately downstream from a reservoir
are

rural

ar~a.

and

it

is

Therefore,

some distance to the

project

scaling

is

first urban

oftfn based

on

reducing flood stages through critical points of urban
flood

damage

concentration rather on level

of protec-

tion.

Where reservoirs are proposed upstream from urban areas,
as

most

of

reservoir

them are,

should

most

store

respondents

either

the

said

standard

that

the

project or

the lOO-year flood.

Many advocated a strong flood plain management program
to protect downstream areas subject to residual flooding
from later encroachment by urban development.
was

cited

where

the

district

found

One case

storage

of

the

lOO-year flood optimum and recommended that design but
was

later .required

project

flood

Another

respondent

to

change

to

storing the

standard

by higher review levels in the agency.
cited an example where encroa.chment

in the flood plain downstream from a reservoir necessitated

reducing

the

maximum

releases

from

controlled

flood storage and thus effectively reduced the level of
protection

below that

intended in

the

design.

Still

another was concerned by the fact that Federal Insurance
Administration policy has communities implementing flood
plain management measures in areas subject to inundation
by

the lOO-year flood under existing hydrologic condi-

tions ,whereas this flood plain may not be large enough
to

prevent

major

encroachment

into

areas

flooding under future hydrologic conditions.
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subject

to

One viewpoint was

that

since flood

control reservoirs

affect many downstream communities and it is very difficult

to

maintain reliable nonstructural programs

many communi tiessimul taneously ,
should

be

designed

to

in

flood control measures

contain as

large

a

flood

as

possible and still preserve a benefit-cost ratio exceeding unity.
On another subject, two respondents noted that environmental and site constraints left so little flexibility
in project scaling that a series of flood routings to
maximize project benefits was not considered worthwhile.
Several districts reported that reservoirs have always
proved

more

costly

or

environmentally

less

desirable

than other structural measures and hence are discarded
from the alternatives under consideration eady in project planning.
One district recommended using the fraction of the probable maximum flood contained as a better ildex of the
level of protection than the probability of the design
flood

contained.

Another

district had used regional

flood hydrology to determine

5 inches of storage over

the drainage basin as a target design goal.
D.

Structural measures in rural areas: Since the flood-

ing

of agricultural land creates much less threat to

human life and safety than does flooding of urban land,
Corps planners were willing to go to a lower level of
protection there.
/

'

Many, however, were reluctant to go

very far in this direction without assurance that the
area would remain agricultural throughout the life of
the

proposed project and wanted that assurance in the
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form of local implementation of an effective npnstructural

program.

Others

cited

cases

in

which

urban

development was encroaching on areas protected by projects

designed

on the basis of criteria intended for

agricultural areas.
The consensus opinion was that protection of purely agricultural
areas should be scaled on the basis of net benefit maximization.

Speci-

f1 c minimum acceptable levels of protection mentioned ranged from 10
years to 50 years.

Other districts defined their minimum acceptable

level by specifying that a project would have to reduce average annual
damages by at least 50 percent.
Question 3:

Do projects .ever provide levels of protection, less
than the economical optimum and the minimum acceptable level of protection?

Corps

planners

cited. a

number of projects that had been built
One ci1.:ed example that

which provided less than optimal protection.

proved out upon examination was the floodwall at Waterloo, ,Iowa, where
benefits maximized at a 150- year flood but a wall pl'otectihg against
the 100-year flood was selected as the highest the 10cal people would
accept

(HD 166,

89th Congo

1st Session,

p.

53).

This reduced the

height of the floodwall through the center of town from 8 to 3 feet.
The other projects referenced as exceptions on the low side of
optimum were

d'cscribed

in

project

reports

provide the 'optimal level of protection.

as

being

recommended

to

What seems to have happened

in these cases was that the local planners had struggled so hard in the
review process to keep the level of protection from going greater than
optimum that,

when they succeeded, they thought that the result was a

project

than

less

optimum

rather
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than

just

less

than

the

desired

minimum level of protection.

Another possible explanation is that some

projects had, in the end, been built with a lower level of protection
than that recommended in the planning report, but whether or not this
had happened could not be verified in the time allotted.
One factor mentioned when this subject was discussed with Corps
engineers in Washington was that the few projects built to provide a
level of protection less than optimal, as given in the planning report,
did not mean that very many projects were not being built to provide
less than the truly optimal level.
tainty in optimality analysis.

Flood magnitudes

frequencies are very uncertain.
uncertain.

Precise

There is a great deal of uncerestimated for high

Stage damage curves are even more

cataloging of damageable property in the flood

plain is a costly and time consuming process.

These factors combine to

mean that planners must make tradeoffs in deciding just how much effort
to put into project optimization.
into

Many times they put a lot of effort

getting enough benefits for project

justification,

but project

optimization comes earlier in the planning process when only approximate data are available.
extra

planning

planning

effort

is

One can also theoretically question when
justified.

Sometimes,

the

and consequent construction delays can far

cost

of

more

exceed benefits

added.
In addition to the local objection to unsightly high levees, 13
other reasons mentioned for designing at less than the economically
optimal level of protection were:
I

'

,~

reduction of local cost sharing to an amount local
people were willing to pay;

-~~

reduction in the

social impacts of having to move

people away from areas required for facility rightof-way;
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*

reduction in the environment impacts to wetlands and
other areas near the stream;
physical

-l~

constraints

that

technically

complicated

construction of the larger facilities;
.,

presence of a strong local flood plain management

~~-

program coupled with flood insurance that reduced
residual damages to an acceptable level;
problems

-l~

caused

by larger facilities in requiring

rerouting of transportation facilities;
preservation of amenity values associated with good

i;-

views of the river;
1~

long advance warning times which facilitated evacuation before catastrophic flooding

i~

reduction of the downstream externalities c.aused as
upstream channelization accentuates flood flows;
'low velocity flows if facilities were to fail;

.

no hazard to loss of life and informed acceptance of
the property hazard by the local public;
reduction of land requirements, in an area where only
limited land is available,
leys; and
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such as in narro.w val-

certain situations in urban areas, such as the case

-l(-

where

an undersized

culvert

is very expensive

to

enlarge and causes damage by backing water onto upstream property.
Question 4:

Do projects ever provide levels of protection greater than the economic optimum and the minimum
level of protection and, if so, for what reason?

Since Corps policy often requires a level of protection greater
than optimal, these cases were very frequent.
cited

and

verified

A great many cases were

from information obtained from Corps I

reports.

Specific examples are:
A.

Mill Creek, ..Dhio, HD 91-413.

Even though economic

optimization showed net benefits to maximize at the
15-year level of protection (p. 4.0)., a 1CO-year design having

5.6

percent less net benefits was recom-

mended because that reduction in net benefits was
evaluated as more than compensated for by the facts
that

the rapidly rising water leaves no time for

evacuation by the 5,.0.0.0 people living in the flood
plain and another 2.0,.0.0.0 working there,
volume of toxic and flammable material

the large

produ~ed

by

industry located in the flood plain, and the fact
that flooding would close key transportation routes
and cause to.rturous congestion in transportation and
commerce throughout metropolitan Cincinnati (p. 42).
This is obviously a case where the net benefit curve
remains re1Cl;tive1y flat over a wide range of flood
frequencies.
B.

Delaware River Basin Reservoirs, HD 87-522, Appendix

.s.

Flood control storages recommended for five of
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seven reservoirs were greater than those' associated
wi th net benefit maximization

(pp. Q 86-89).

The

reason given was "not to create any false sense of
security

that

would

possibly

aggravate

the

flood

problem. I!

C.

Lock Haven, Clinton County, Pennsylvania, HD 94-577.
While the design flood frequency was selected at the
economic optimum, the area protected was enlarged to
protect a

factory at an incremental benefit- cost

ratio of 0.52
protect the
unemployed

(p.

how

even

reason given was

to

though their homes were protected
This example is a good Hlus tra tion

project

besides

The

jobs of people who. would otherwise be

from the flood.
of

69).

scaling

level of

involves

protection.

considerations

This. project also

featured six openings in the levee to provide access
to

and

view

of the river and provided means for

closing them during flood events.
also illustrates how objectives

The project thus

(specificall~

a high

level of protection and a good view) that seem at
first

incompatible

can be reconciled by innovative

design.
D.

Oceana Channel,
Virginia,

HD

with respect

Upper Guyandotte River Basin, West

94-576.
to

This project was

optimized

the economic development objective

at a 30-year level of protection and with respect to
the

environmental

level.

quality

objective

at

a

26-year

Extra protection to a 72-year event was jud-

ged worth a $37,000 per year loss in net' benefi ts,
displacment

of

an

additional

eight

families

from

their homes, and destruction of another eight acres
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of natural riverine environment (p. 54).
130-year leve]

Going to a

of protection at an additional net

loss of $44,000 per year in benefits, 20 displaced
families,

and 11

acres of lost natural environment

was not judged worthwhile,

even though the overall

project benefit- cost ratio would have still been
quite high (approximately 2.2).

This example illus-

trates how mUltiple objective planning is used and
how levels of protection are

selected that exceed

the optimal and reduce the benefit-cost ratio in the
direction of unity.
E.

Big Pine Lake, Texas, Design Memorandum No.3, Tulsa
District,

December 1975.

stream from a
urban

flood

development

A storage reservoir up-

plain on which no significant

was expected over the project's

life was optimized at a 100-year level, but storage
of the standard project flood was preferred because
it provided the "most benefits for future development of the Big Pine Lake area at very little additional cost" (p. 2-3) and was "consistent with the
desires of local interests" (p. 15-16).

Flood con-

trol only furnished about 3.5 percent of the total
benefits.
higher

This was the only project found where a

than

justified
objectives.

on

optimal
the

level

basis

of

protection

was

not

of social-well being type

While this might be considered a case

of scaling a project too large, the incremental additional cost was trivial.
The most powerful point made in favor of going to a higher than
economically optimal level of protection was that since the loss of
life during flood catastrophes is not included in economic optimization
-25-

it

is

essentially

optimality

in

counted

project

at

zero.

scaling is thus

Strict

adherEnce

to

economic

equivalent t,) assuming human

lives to be worth nothing since any positive value ,:,ssigned to human
life would lead to optimality at a higher level of protection. Buehler 7
used a variety of sources to derive implicit values placed on human
life in other decision-making processes in the order \,f $200,000.

One

senior Corps planner presented this same argument.
The other 26 reasons mentioned for designing at greater than the
economically optimal level of protection were:

1r

reduction in the health and safety problems caused
by catastrophic flooding;

-l~

enhancement of the peace of mind of flood plain
occupants by relieving worry about a major disaster;
prevention of a false sense of security by people
who presume structural flood control works provide
greater security than they really do;
protection of the Corps I
tion as

a

image against a reputa-

builder of projects that subsequently

fail and cause disasters;

exercise of professional jugement in dealing with
the uncertainties in forecasting the flow magnitudes, crest stages, and economic losses as sociated with rare events;

-3f

precaut"ion against creating a potential for catas-

trophic loss to future flood plain development;

7

Buehler, Bob) l'Monetary Values of Life and Health, II Journal of
the Hydraulics Division, ASCE, January 1975,V. 101, p. 29.
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~~

provision of additional flood storage to increase
the flexibility of reservoir operation;

-l~

protection of historic buildings, cu] tural sites,
environmentally valuable areas, and other special
flood plain features;

-l~

local public" pressure to provide protection at no
less than the level of flooding caused by a recent
disaster which motivated public interest in flood
protection;

i~

accommodation of releases from upstream reservoirs;

-l(-

limiting of residual damages to low levels;

-lr

moral responsibility to avoid

levee-failure dis-

asters which could occur if the Corps built works
that lured people to live behind them in a feeling
of

security when,

in fact,

the design engineers

knew that the probability of failure

was fairly

high over the project life;

it

geologic

characteristics

of sites,

such as

soil

erodability, which, in the interest of dam safety,
force a design that controls all floods up to very
rare events; ;
-l~

inability

to

warn flood

plain residents against

failures caused by floods in qu1ckly peaking streams and inability to operate reservoir gates quickly enough to use them to reduce storage requirements in reservoirs on such streams;
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i~

reduction of the inequities and social costs associated with disaster relief;

.;~

engineering

judgment to safeguard a design level

of protection against

channel aggrading hy sedi-

ment deposition in the bed, or levees settLing and
becoming lower over time;
i~

permitting

a

higher level of flood. plai

1

land

utilization;

-it

engineering
flooding

judgment to

increases

safeguard against

severe

caused by urbanizatior, in the

tributary watershed;

i<-

reluctance to repeat experiences in which )rojects
designed

to

provide

a

relatively high ] evel of

protection turned out later to provide a

rery low

level of protection;

Jk

public expectation of a high level of pub Lic services;

*

difficulty

in

efficiently

operating

re~ervoirs

that contain only enough storage to chop off the
tops of flood peaks;

-i(-

inabili ty

to get water rights

for

project water

conservation purposes from state government unless
flood

control features are designed to provide a

level of protection acceptable to the state;

unlikelihood that projects once built will ever be
enlarged, making it preferable to build large now
and

thereby

provide greater flexibility for the

future;
>c

long

periods

required

by

communities

suffering

major disasters to recover and achieve social adjustment

and

rehabilitation,

during

which

time

residents have a lower quality of life;
{(:

adverse moral implications of people or communities

paying

for

structural

measures

that

later

fail and create a major disaster for the very people who thought their investment would make them
safer; and
-;c

protection of facilities and transportation routes
essential to national defense.

Question 5:

What qualification might be undertaken of non-economic factors which affect selection of the level
of protection?

Corps guidance memoranda (for example, HR 1105-2-200) incorporate
mUltiple

objective

planning

but

do

not

provide

detailed

help

for

quantifying the concepts contained in the factors listed for going to
either smaller or larger· than economic optimality in design.

The most

formalized method mentioned for doing this was a study sponsored by the
NorthCentral Division and

performed by Yacov Haimes.

8

This study

presents a structure for gathering information on the effe<!ts of depth,
area, and duration of inundation on:

8

Haimes, Yacov, "Multiobjective Framework for Inte'ior Drainage
Systems," Environmental Systems Mcmagement, Inc.
Uni ven ity Heights,
OhLo. March 1978.
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:~-

man-hours and monetary losses caused by business interruption;

i,

loss of life by drowning;

~~

aesthetic affects such as having ponded flood water
in the

community and

the harm to vegetation and

building appearance;
-),

health

hazards

from

water

contamination,

insect

breeding, etc.; and-

1!-

loss of normal use of recreational areas.

The structure· is developed for planning interior drainage systems
dispo~ing

of water ponded on the landward side of flood control levees

but it incorporates concepts that could, with additional work, be extended to riverine flooding.
Most

Corp~

planners and engineers questioned had little to provide

in the way of· concrete suggestions for dealing with intangibles but
rather offered general statements

on the complexity of the problem.

Some specific suggestions were to:
1~

estimate and display benefits sacrificed in order to
achieve these objectives;
use numerical weightings for the various objectives
to. eliminate the poorer alternatives;
use data on police and fire department expenditures,
damages awarded in medical malpractice cases, money
spent in recalling and correcting autos with safety
problems, etc., to estimate implied values for human
life;
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1}

estimate

value

of

life

on

the

basis of economic

worth of producti vi ty to society or of support to
family;
~}

use of the product of velocity times depth as an
index of catastrophic potential;

~<

use of the Likerd numerical system;

-><

describe, in the planning reports and in public presentations, qetailed scenarios of what would happen
during a flood large enough to cause project failure;

.,~

describe what could be done to reduce flood consequences during the available warning period;

i<

tabulate

the number of people living in the area

subject to residual flooding; and
i~

describe the consequences of the failure of upstream
projects on downstream projects.

Several respondents . expressed a philosophical reservation about
quantification of these factors.

They felt that the present system of

discussion and compromise among conflicting viewpoints provided better
solutions by bringing out the best engineering judgments.

They saw the

alternative as producing poorly conceived "cookbook" alt'.:;rnatives.
MISCELLANEOUS RESPONDENT COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS 9
A number of respondents indicated opposition to efforts to develop
more specific or detailed guidance on flood control measure scaling.
9 This section reports points strongly felt and eloquently made
by one or more of the Corps representatives intervie.wed.
The
points are summarized here as information on th~ views of these
persons.
Such information is important in a&sessing how the
planning institutions involved will respond to policy or procedural changes on level of protection.
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They felt that further efforts in this direction would reduce planning
flexibility to deal with local concerns and needs in a large country
whose physical, environmental, and social situations vary ,,,idely.

As

long as local people are required to pay part of the cost and to experience

the intangible project consequences,

they should have some

voice in modifying project design to meet their needs.
The point was made most strongly by those who feared a trend requiring higher levels of protection that would eventually reach a point
where local people would be given a choice between protection against a
standard project flood or nothing.

Worse yet,. they might be told that

because a project protecting against a standard project flood provides
benefits

less

than

the

cost that nothing can be done.

There is,

according to this viewpoint, room for projects reducing average annual
flood-caused deaths from 80 to 10 even though the last 10 cannot be
eliminated.

It

~as

stressed that to tell people that such projects are

against national policy is simply not a good public service.
One example used by several interviewees to illustrate this point
was the case where older or low-valued homes subject to flooding do not
produce

sufficient

damage

potential

for

project

justification,

and

hence, their occupants are trapped in a situation where they cannot be
helped according to national flood control policy.

Another example

pointed out that much of the national coal reserve is in a part of the
country where the land is either on hillsides too steep for development
or on flood plains.

The losses associated with accidents in trying to

go up or down the hills during icy winter periods may, for example, be
much larger than those associated with flood plain occupancy.

New

development of the coal reServes of these areas is going to increase
use of the flood plains for housing and other purposes.

A national

policy for energy self sufficiency which depends on increased coal production is, in this case, in direct conflict with a national policy to
reduce flood damages.
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Others commented on the difficulty of understanding and of reconciJ ing perceived inconsistencies in Corps guidance.

They saw the regu-

lations as voluminous and difficult to understand.

They believed that

planning could proceed more quickly and efficiently if regulations
could be made more precise so that district planning efforts would not
have to proceed by a

trial~and-error
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process with review authorities.

CHAPTER III
FLOOD CONTROL SCALING PRACTICES OF THE SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
The information reported in this chapter is based ona series of
10 interviews with personnel of the Soil Conservation Service at state,
regional, and headquarters offices, supplemented by review of official
guidance documents and project work plans cited by interviewees.

AVAILABLE GUIDANCE
Three types of guidance are available to field staff concerning
the

level of protection to be

These

provided in flood controlp!'ojects.

are statutory requirements,

formal administrative guidance, and

informal administrative guidance.

Statutory Requirements
The bulk of the Soil Conservation Service's planning for flood
control projects is carried out pursuant to the Watershed Protection
and Flood Prevention Act of 1954 (Public Law 83-566 as amended).

The

law provides for a cooperative program for the purpose of preventing
II

[e ]rosion,

floodwater and sediment damages in the watersheds of the

rivers

and

streams

of the

damage

of property ... 11

United States,

causing loss

of life and

Works of improvement must be ca rried out in

,

watersheds or subwatersheds no larger than 250,000 acres,

No single

structure can provide more than a total of 25,000 acre- 'eet of total
capacity,

nor

more

than

12,500

acre-feet

of

floodwat~r

detention

capacity.

The Federal Government's assistance to the local orgLnization may
include surveys, investigations, and preparing such plans Lnd estimates
as required for adequate engineering evaluation.

Complet<d work plans

recommend such technically and economically feasible work:

of improve-

ments as are acceptable to, and agreed to by, the local. organization
and the Secretary of Agriculture.

Formal Administrative Guidance
Formal administrative guidance for planning is furnished in the
form of technical releases, bulletins, and various handbooks includ Lng
the Watershed Protection Handbook and the National Handbook of Conservation Practices •

In order to cope with the fact that most of their

. projects are on small ungaged watersheds, Soil Conservation Service
guidance is predicated upon using rainfall frequency to determine flood
frequencies as contrasted with the Corps of Engineers' procedure of
using streamflow records to determine flood
included within such documents concerning

frequencies.

Guidance

the level of protection to

be provided in structural flood protection projects includes:
1.

All areas affected by project measures must be provided with a level of flood protection compatible
l
with projected land use.

2

Within present or likely future residential, industrial, commercial or other similar areas affected by
project measures, there must be no apparent risk to
loss

of life (as determined by the State Conser-

vationist)

other
') 3
improvement from the 100-year, with project flood.-'

1
2

in

any

residence,

building,

or

Watershed Protection Handbook, Section 5.041 (March 29, 1976).
Ibid.

3 Term "apparent" changed from "significant" which was employed
in interpretations and explanations provided to field staff by letter
from Kenneth E. Grant, Administrator, dated February 6, 1975.
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3.

Flood protection in addition to the minimum level
required by (1) and (2) above may be provided if it
has a net contribution to a planning 01;>jective. 4

4.

Exceptions to minimum levels of protection required
in (1) and

(2) above may be requested from the Ad-

ministrator. 5

5.

Minimum levels of protection required by (1) and (2)
above may be met by combinations of land treatment
measures,

nonstructural

measures,

and

structural

6

measures •.

6.

Present
areas,

agricultural
which are

throughout

the

level of flood
plan will

.

effects.

7.

Class I

7

be

dikes

other

low intensity

use

to remain in low intensity use

evaluation period,
protection.,
that

8

or

have no minimum

Protection in the NED

which maximizes net beneficial

shall contain design high wa1;er de-

pths plus 2 feet of freeboard,

or 1 foot of free-

board plus an allowance for wave height, whichever
is greater.

Design elevation of high water shall be:

4 Watershed Protection Handbook, Section 5.041 (March 29, 1975).
The term "net contribution" is understood here to mean any excess of
benefits over costs so far as NED plans are concerned." Determination
of IInet contribution ll for EQ plans requires tradeoffs among intangible
items.
5 Watershed Protection Handbook, Section 5.041 (March 29, 1975).
6

Ibid.

7

Letter dated February 6,
Grant, Administrator.

8

1975, to field staff from Kenneth E.

Dikes used to protect improved areas where inundation, erosion
and scour, or .sediment and debris may cause high property damage or
loss of life (National Handbook of Conservation Practices,p. 356-1).
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A.

Stage of 100-year frequency flood or naximum flood of record, whichever is gr eater, if failure is likely to cause
life

or· extensive

high

value

lo~s

of

prorerty

damage;

B.

Stage of peak flow from storm that will
insure the desired level of protecticn or
the 50-year frequency flood, whichever is

.

greater.

8.

Class I I dikes

9

lO

shall provide for the design water

depth plus a freeboard of at least 2 feet' or 1 foot
of

freeboard plus an allowance for wave l.eight,

whichever

is greater.

The maximum design water

stage permitted is 12 feet above normal gro md level.

If design water depth against dikes,

the required level of protection,

exceeds 4 feet,

the design shall be based on at least a
quency flood.

lased on

25-y~ar

fre-

If this level of protectior: is not

feasible,

the design shall approach the. 2; year
ll
flood level as nearly as possible.

9

National Handbook of Conservation Practices, p. 351-2.

10

Dikes used to protect agricultural lands of mel ium to high
capability; improvements generally limited to farmstead~ and allied
farm facilities (National Handbook of Conservation Practice~, p. 356-1.
11 National Handbook of Conservation Practices, p. 35(-3.
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9

Class III dikes
ter 13 and:
A.

12

are limited to low heads of

wa-

Shall have a minimum freeboard of 1 foot
plus wave height.

B.

Shall be increased in constructed height
by

the

amount necessary to insure the

settled top is at design ,elevation, but
14
not less than 5 percent.
10. The design capacity of floodwater diversion channels
shall be:
A.

The peak runoff from a 10-year frequency
storm i f agricultural land is to be protected.

B.

Consistent with the hazard but not less
. than the peak flow from· a

25-year fre-

quency storm if farmsteads, public roads,
or other improvements are within the area
to be protected. 15

12 Dikes used to protect agricultural lands of relatively low
capability or improvements of relatively low value (National Handbook
of Conservation Practices, p. ~56-1).
13 National Handbook of
Conservatiori Practices, p. 356-1.
14 Ibid, p.
356-4.
15 Ibid, p.
400-1.
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I L. Class I floodways
A.

16 shall be designed to:

Provide the maximum feasible level ofj)rotection.

B.

Keep water out of the main part of the
urban area if the largest flood of record
. .1.S
were repeate,
d 17 1.Of urb an protect1.oJ
one of the primary purposes of the project or segment.

18

12. Class I I floodways19 shall meet criteria ft r

Class

I I dikes if dikes are included and otherwi;e shall

have

the capacity to carry the peak runoff from a
20
10-year storm.
13. Class III floodways
III dikes

i~

21

shall meet criteria f,r Class
22
dikes are included.

16 Floodways incorporating Class

I dikes or floodwCl'fs for which
dike failure could cause loss of life or floodways which protect high
value land or improvements (National Handbook of Conservat on Practices
p. 404-1).

17 Suggested to be rarely less than 100-year levc:l
Handbook of Conservation Practices, p. 402-2.

(National

18 National Handbook of Conservation Practices, p. 40:-2.
19 Floodways including Class II dikes or constructe i to protect
agricultural lands of medium to high quality; improvemen l~S generally
limited to farmsteads and allied farm facilities (National Handbook of
Conservation Practices, p. 404-1).
20

National Handboook of Conservation Practices, p. 4('4--2.

21

Floodways including Class III dikes or constructed to protect
agricultural lands of relatively low capability or improvements of
relati vely low value (National Handbook of Conservation Practices, p.
404-1) .
22 National Handbook of Conservation Practices, p. 404-2.
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Informal Administrative Guidance
Incremental analyses are to be performed on all watershed projects
.
.
.
I to Congress or approva
. 1 f
t 'l.on. 23
prl.or
to t h elr
transml.tta
. 'or opera
Whi,le the Soil Conservation Service does not have formalized procedures
for the selection of increments to be used in a benefit maximization
study

for

projects,

watershed
guidance

and
has

for
been

Resource,

Conservation arid Development

disseminated through oral instructions,

training programs, and workshops.

In formulating a work plan including

a

the

floodwater

retarding structure,

selection of increments to be

used in the analysis is guided by general criteria such as:
per

square

structure

mile
from

of
the

drainage
benefit

area
area;

controlled;
and

(3)

(2)

relative

(1) cost

distance

of

the

capacity of the

channel below the structure.
RECENT POLICY TRENDS
Historic practice of the Soil Conservation Service has tended toward: (1) providing the maximum level of flood control consistent with
the need for economic feasibility; and (2) assuring that any threat to
life is fully eliminated from all floods up to at least the 100-year
event.

Both of these objectives are undergoing modification.

, Recently introduced procedures for incremental analysis have promoted formulation of projects more closely approaching the point of economic optimality although the informal nature of guidance and latitude
given planners in applying that guidance admits considerable variations
in results.

Guidance was also given in 1975 that flood protection in

the NED plan for agricultural and other low intensity uses is to be
that which maximizes net beneficial effects.
Service

The Soil Conservation

also has draft guidance under consideration which instructs

planners to display NED plans both with and without incorporation of
safety constraints.

23 National Watersheds Bulletin 16-9-5 (November 17) 1978).
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INTERVIEW FINDINGS
Question 1: Is the necessary analysis always

per~ormed

to identi-

benefits?
All respondents stated that the incremental analysis called for by
the informal guidance was always performed except in cases for which
safety considerations obviously governed the selection of the level of
protection.

Some respondents indicated that, in this case, additional

increments of protection beyond safety requirements were evaluated to
ascertain whether their addition would be economically feasible.

No

respondents claimed that tpe incremental analysis n..;cessarily led to
identifification

of

the ,level of. protection providing maximum net

benefits.
Question 2:

What is the minimum acceptable level of protection?

Answers to this question were highly varied.

None referenced or

discussed the full range of guidance described previously or the detailed constraints to be met in establishing

level~

of protection for

floodways, dikes, and flood diversion channels. 24
Responses concerning urban areas generally <ddressed the matter of
safety constraints, and respondents cited the need to assure that no
apparent

risk to life remained from the lOO-year flood.

Informal

objectives in establishing the level of protection for urban areas included protection against the lOO-year flood or flood of record.
Responses

concerning the ml.nl.mum level of protection for rural

areas also differed and variously indicated that: 25

24 This lack of detail is a ttri buted largely to the brevity,
nature of the interview, and the lack of an opportunity for preparation
by the respondents.
25 No Sl.gnl.
.
'f'l.cance s h ou ld be attached to the order of these or

other lists of items.
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there· was no minimum level of proiectjon for agricul.:..

1(-

tural areas;
-i~

the

objective was a

significant decrease

ill

the

flood problem and to· reduce the level of floodin'g in
order

to

make

agricultural

use

of

the area eco-

nomically feasible;
-~

a 50 percent reduction in damages was required and
higher standards can prevail for use in a particular
state

if

they have been defined

jointly with· the

state government's representative;
.,~

the objective was to enable viable agriculture"

Question 3:

Do projects ever provide levels of protection less
than the economic optimum and the minimum acceptable
level of protection and, if so, for what reasons?

This question is not relevant to nonurban and agricultural areas
with respect to minimum level of protection since the Soil Conservation
Service has established no minimum criteria for such areas.
Meeting

safety constraints. for urban areas usually caused the

level of protection to exceed the point of maximum net benefits and
respondents indicated that very few projects in such areas provided
levels

of

protection

less

than that required by safety constraints

(spedal permission is required for such projects).

Reasons cited for

the exceptions that do provide levels of protection in rural and urban
areas lower than that maximizing net benefits included:

*

local public acceptability because of such things as
adverse

social

impacts

associated

with

structures

necessary to provide higher levels of protection and
preferences for small rather than large dams;
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.,:-

limited financial capability of local project sponsors;

7~

physical constraints such as site capacity for reservoirs or space for adequate channel width;

7~

noncritical situations with respect to loss of life;

7<

environmental considerations, especially with regard
to channels and in view of the agreement between the
Soil Conservation Service and the Fish and Wildlife
Service concerning channelization;

-li-

sponsor use of nonstructural measures such as warning and preparedness planning and zoning; and

-)f

need to reduce project costs in order to obtain a
favorable benefit-cost ratio.

The Upper San Marcos River Watershed,

Cornal and Hays Counties,

Texas, is an example of a plan providing less than the minimum acceptable level of protection.

The proposed project will provide protec-

tion from a 100-year event to all existing urban properties except a
tourist-recreation development and an apartment complex.

After project

installation, the 100-year flood would cause flooding a maximum of 4.3
feet deep in one section of the apartment complex and 0.8 foot deep in
the tourist-recreation complex (measured above first floor elevations).
Inclusion of the additional storage to reduce this hazard would have
been costly and would still not have. eliminated all flooding in the
urban area.

An exception was granted by the Administrator to permit

residual flooding in 13 apartments in one apartnient building.

Local

sponsors agreed to publicize the nature and extent of the residual
flood hazard and annually notify. owners and occupants of the excepted
properties of the flood hazard.
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Question 4:

Dc projects ever provide levels of protection greater
than the economic optimum and the minimum acceptable
level of protection and, if so, for what reasons?

Soil Conservation Service respondents indicated that the level of
protection provided by projects frequently exceed the point of maximum
net

benefits

and

applicable

minimum

criteria.

Reasons

cited for

providing this higher level of protection included:

*

social acceptability, such as desires by local sponsors to protect to the level bfthe flood of record,
to' achieve. equi ty between sub areas, or to improve
the distribution of benefits;

it

blending of the NED and EQ plans into a selected
plan;

>r

protection of sites valued for historical, archeological, or environmental reasons;
enlargement of structures to minimize operation and
maintenance costs

(particularly costs of repairing

overtopped facilities);
addition of storage space in reservoirs to increase
operating flexibility;
key structures provide more than minimum protection;
increments

of

multistructure

plans do

not

enable

precise tailoring to a uniform level of protection;
avoiding generation of a false sense of security;
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*

doubt as to the continued presence and effectiveness
of nonstructural programs, such as zoning which are
to be maintained by local parties;

it

compliance with state flood plain management regulations; and

i;-

opportuni ty to achieve significant additional damage
reduction at small cost.

Question 5:

What quantification might be under ::aken of non-economic factors which affect

selecb on of the level

of protection?
No explicit or well-developed responses were obtained to this question.

Various respondents pointed out that some quantification is pre-

sently made through: (a) local sponsor cost sharing on some plan increments; and (b) hazard classification of structures.
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CHAPTER IV
FLOOD CONTROL SCALING PRACTICES OF THE TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY

The information reported in this chapter is based on interviews
with personnel of the Tennessee Valley Authority and written materials
furnished
questions.

by the Tennessee Valley Authority in response to submitted
Responses

to questions

are largely retrospective.

The

Tennessee Valley Authority is planning no flood control projects presently and does not anticipate undertaking such planning in the near
future.
AVAILABLE GUIDANCE
Statutory Requirements
The Tennessee Valley Authority was created by the Tennessee Valley Authority Act

of 1933,' 48

stat. 58~

Among other purposes, the

Tennessee Valley Authority was created to control floods in the Tenl
nessee and Mississippi River Basins.
Construction, operation and maintenance of any dam, appurtenant works or other obstructions affecting
flood control along the Tennessee River and its tributaries is subject
to approval of the Tennessee Valley Authority's Board.

The statutory basis for the agency's activities related to flood
control contains no specific guidance that would influence the level of
protection to be provided.
Formal Administrative Guidance
The Tennessee Valley Authority has not adopted a formal code or
standards on selecting or determining design floods.

1

National Water Commission.
A Summary-Digest of t he Federal
Water Laws and Programs. 1973. p. 189.

Informal Administrative Guidance
The, only relevant informal guidance concerning leve L of protect]

on of flood control projects concerns levees in urban ar' ~as.

A mini-

mum level of protection of lOO-years has been traditiona Lly observed
because of the catastrophic potential of levee failure.

INTERVIEW FINDINGS
Question 1:

Is the necessary analysis always performed to identify the. level of protection providing the maximum
net returns?

A range of project designs providing differing degrees of protection have normally been examined.

However, this examina tion haH not

necessarily constituted an explicit economic analysis to cletermine the
level of protection providing the maximum net benefits.
Question 2:

What is the minimum acceptable level of protection?

As noted above, the only structural component for which a minimum
ac,~eptable

level of protection has been established is urban levees.

The minimum in that case is containment of the lOO-year flo(ld.
Question 3:

Do projects ever provide levels of protection less
than the economic optimum and the minimwn acceptable
level of protection and, if so, for what reasons?

The issue of exceptions to providing the minimum acceptable level
of protection is only relevant to urban levees since that is the only
structural component for. which a minimum criteria exists.

No urban

leyees have been constructed in recent years which provided a level of
protection less than the minimum acceptable or lOO-year flvod.

Excep-

tions to providing a level of protection maximizing net benefits could
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not necessarily be identified since the Tennessee Valley Authority does
not always perform the analysis required to determine this level, but
the agency has so few projects that the recent existence of such cases
is very doubtful.

The one single purpose flood control project under

construction is being built to provide the optimal level of protection.
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CHAPTER V
1,'LOOn CONTROL SCALING PRACTICES OF THE BUREAU OF HECLAMATION

AVAILABLE GUIDANCE
Statutory Requirements
The Bureau of Reclamation was created by the Reclamation Act of
1902, 32 Stat. 388 (43 U.S.C.A.

317a) to deliver water for irrigated

farming in the Western States.

Flood control is in ::orporated as an

additional purpose in reservoirs primarily justified by municipal and
industrial water supply, power and irrigation purposes

The Bureau does

not include flood

projects.

control levees and channels in it:

The

Bureau relies on the Corps to estimate flood control benefits during
project planning and to d'evelop operating policy for sllch flood control
storage as is incorporated in projects.

In fact, "if ••• the Secretary

of the Army submits objections to the project, the the (sic) project
must be authorized by Congress (33 U.S.C.A. 701-1(c)1.

1

In essence,

the legislative authorization for the Bureau f s flood control program
places much of the responsibility for providing flood control benefit
information in the hands of the Corps.
Formal Agency Guidance
Bureau of Reclamation guidance on flood hydrology2 requires derivation of hydrographs for several large flows for use in ensuring a
hydrologically safe dam design and derivation of smaller floods specified by frequency for design of diversion facilities.

Such hydrographs

also provide a basis for flood control design, but the Bureau relies on
the Corps to prepare plans for

1
2

reservoir operation in projects for

National Water Commission, op. cit., p. 152.

Reclamation Instructions, Series 110 Planning, Part 114, Hydrologic Investigations, Chapter 3, Flood,Hydrology.

which flood control is an authorized purpose and to estimate benefits
from alternative flood control schemes.

These estimates are then used

to select a design maximizing net benefits (minimizing cost to achieve
a given level of benefit).3
Bureau personnel
Bureau

While the two guidance documents cited b}

specifically referenced design practices

facilities

from

overtopping

or

flood

damage,

the

to protect
principles

could also be used to optimize the amount of controlled flood storage
in reservoirs.

None of the six people intervie'wed in the Bureau knew

of any specific guidance directly for this purpose.

RECENT POLICY TRENDS
Flood control has never been a major feature of Bureau projects,
and flood control measure scaling has not had major emphasis in project
planning.

Since they rely on the Corps of Engineers for economic analy-

sis and technical operation of their flood control storage, the primary
scaling issue is one of how well the interaction process between the
two agencies is working in design optimization.
INTERVIEW FINDINGS
Question 1:

Is the necessary analysis always

perform~d

t6 iden-

tify the level of protection providing the maximum
net benefits?
The Bureau uses

the principle of net benefit maximization for

project scaling but finds that discontinuities in their cost functions
and physical constraints to the range of available project scales greatly limit the use they make of this principle.

An example of discontin-

uity would be the case in which a higher dam is less costly than a
lower one because

can take advantage of a spillway site at a saddle

in a bench away from the dam.

3

Either more or less flood storage would

U.S.B.R. Design of Small Dams, revised reprint, 1977, p. 351.
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increase project cost and have little effect on benefits; therefore,
the characteristics of the spillway site dictate project scab ng for
flood controL

The Bureau would, in this case, provide the Corps with

the physical information on the project necessary for them to prescribe
an operating procedure to maximize flood control benefits and estimate
how much those benefits would be.

In cases where the physical con-

straints define a range rather than a single value, the Corps provides
benefit estimates for various amounts of storage within this range and
the information is used in the Bureau I s analysis to scale the project
to maximize net benefits.
The scaling issues in which the Bureau has been most involved
deal not so much with total flood storage to be provided as with how to
best allocate fixed space between water conservation and flood control
storage as flood risk and forecast flows vary over the year, when to
shift from controlled flood operation to emergency operation to protect
the

safety of the dam during large floods, and how to time releases

during floods much smaller than design in order to minimize downstream
damages.

Even though economic criteria are used in principle to govern

such decisions, much engineering judgment must be used in practice.
Question 2:

What is the minimum acceptable level of protection?

The Bureau has no policy for using any level of protection other
than that maximizing net benefits.
obtained of a

In the only illustrative example

letter from the Corps providing benefit estimates for

various levels of flood control, no kinds of consequences other than
economic

benefits were estimated for the various alterna-:;ive design

floods.

Thus,

occurred

between

the

telephone

calls,

no

other than information in such informal exchanges as
Corps and Bureau planners during meetings and
basis would have been provided for
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considering

factors other than economics in flood control scaling.

The implica-

tions are that: (a) flood control benefits are such a small part of the
total Bureau program tha:t scaling policy has never been an important
issue for top level agency administrators;

(b) economic criteria are

used as a matter of course; and (c) decisions among planning alternatives are made at lower levels in the organizational hierarchy.
Questions 3 and 4:

Do projects ever provide levels of protection
lesser or greater than the economic optimum
and the minimum acceptable level of protecand, if so, for what reasons?

No exceptions in either direction were identified.
Question 5:

What quantification might be undertaken of non-eco-

nomic factors which affect selection of the level of
protection?
While the Bureau has developed an elaborate framework for specifying intangible benefits of other project purposes, flood control appears to be such a minor concern to the agency that Bureau planners
have not given much thought to the intangible benefits of flood control.

They do, of course, put a great deal of emphasis on the design

of safe facilities that will not fail during major floods, but that is
a different issue and not within the primary scope of this report.
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CHAPTER VI
ANALYSIS AND COMMENTARY ON AGENCY PRACTICES
Chapters II

through V present

the

information, (omments, and,

ideas obtained from the individuals in the four agencies

'ith whom the

issues of structural flood control scaling were discussed.

The purpose

of this chapter is

to discuss selected aspects of th{

information

obtained as a step in formulating study conclusions an,

recommenda-

tions.

The selected

agenc~

comments are discussed first s !parately and

then collectively.
CORPS OF ENGINEERS
Planning responsibilities within the Corps of Engin{ers are distributed among District Offices, Division Offices, and t le Office of
the Chief of Engineers.

In addition, the Corps has bOi rds, commis-

sions, and other units which have specific topically or g!ographically
oriented missions related, to planning.

Also, the Board of Engineers

for Rivers and Harbors was established by the Congress tc be an independent review organization within the Corps of Engineers.
District Offices have basic responsibility for carr ring out the
flood damage reduction programs, including surveys, investgations, and
plan formulation.

Division Offices serve primarily as a reviewing

group so far as planning of specific projects is concerned

The Office

of the Chief of Engineers establishes agency policy, provi, es technical
guidance to field organizations, and approves projects pI ior to their
transmittal to higher authority and the Congress.

Under 1his arrange-

ment, the District staff is in closest contact with the local people
and project beneficiaries.
Latitude in Plan Formulation
The Corps of Engineers is charged with planning structural flood
control measures for areas as diverse as New England valleys, Nevada

alluvial fans, Georgia swamp lands, and the mountain sides of Hawaii.
The agency must develop projects that meet the need in each situation
while conforming to national standards that represent sound engineering
practice and simultaneously treat everyone with flood problems in all
parts of the country as equitably as possible.
Under

this

arrangement,

as the Districts work with the local

interests, they tend to propose plans that

de~iate

policy in the direction of expressed local desires.

from national Corps
\,'here major floods

have occurred recently, Corps projects tend toward pr0vision of greater
than optimal protection.

Where recent flooding has net been so severe,

they tend to provide lesser levels of protection to reduce local financial contributions· or environmental disruption.

Project review in the

Divisions and in the Office of the Chief of Engineers tends to work
toward national standards that provide reliable flood control measures
as

a

dependable

equally.

public service and toward treating diverse publics

After each project design is reviewed, any scaling differ-

ences caused by differences between the two viewpoints are resolved by
discussion and negotiation.
The system provides a design flexibility that most of those involved consider highly desirable but which creates inequities as different
negotiations lead to different departures from national norms.
One way often proposed to achieve greater equity is to create
uniform, rigid national standards.

Practical experience, however, is

that uniform s.tandardswork strongly against the regional diversity
needed to match legitimate sectional differences.

They lead to "cook-

book" solutions that often do not reflect sound professional judgment
and limit the opportunity for innovative solutions.
Such rigidity is not going to contribute to better project scaling.
A better way is to examine past departures from equitable solutions; and, from the information thus obtained, to propose some index
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gaging the degree of departure.

For example, loss of life is the pri-

mary Corps justification for exceeding the project scale maximizing net
benefits.

One could require District planners to compute the addi-

tional net cost of going to a larger project, divide that by the lives
saved, and thereby compute an implicit cost per life saved.

This dis-

play might, for example, show that one project had an Lmplicit value of
$2,000,000 per life saved while another project had
of $10,000.

;to

implicit value

The difference would suggest possible inequity, but this

index could not be used alQne because potential loss of life is not the
only reason for scaling projects larger than their economic optimum.
While it was not possible for this brief stud,"

to collect and

analyze all the data necessary to recommend a specif Lc procedure for
providing equity with flexibility,

it is important to emphasize the

need for the agencies to document the reason decisions are made as
carefully as possible.

The discussion with the Corps I planners and

engineers made it quite evident that much more thought went into scaling choices than was reported in the sentence or two on the subject
found in project reports.
minimal

statement

to

process more easily.
explaining the

The tendency in report writing is to make a

move

controversial

issues

through

the

review

The decision making process could be improved by

rationale. and assumptions under:ying selection of the

level of protection as precisely as possible so that all parties can
draw a sharper focus on the issues involved.

If changes in project

scaling procedures are required, it would be much more reasonable to
require greater specificity in explaining the logic used in decisionmaking than to require greater uniformity in decision criteria.
Observations on Corps Responses
A requirement

that

federal

agencies prove economic optimality

with respect to every design decision would place an impossible and
unnecessary burden on the. planning process.

The emphasis in this re-

port has been on optimization of the level of prote ;tion defined in
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terms of the frequency of incipient flooding.
are

used

to

size

the

hydrograph for

Other

determinations

safety) rj prap, bridge openings, freeboard, etc.

de~

ign decisions

concerning dam

Each stich ind i_vidual

decision does not warrant a separate economic analysis, but generalized
studies to determine,

for example, optimal bridge openings in various

contexts could contribute a great deal to better design standards.

Two observations which should be made on the 13 reasons given in
the Corps interviews as potential justification for providing less than
the optimal level of flood protection are:

1.

The evidence does not show that these reasons have
very often been successful in securing approval for
projects

with

less

than

level of protection.
more
to

the

economically

However,

optimal

they have been much

successful in securing approval for not going

a

level

optimum.

of

protection higher than the economic

They are factors that need to be balanced

against the reasons given for exceeding economically
optimal protection.

2.

Many of the listed factors could be incorporated in
a more careful economic analysis, and it is largely
tiine

and

cost

constraints

for data

collection and

analysis that prevents them from being so.

factors

listed as intangibles may only be intangible in the
sense

that

economic

they

analysis

have

not

and not

been

evaluated

in the

sense

in

that

the
they

could not be.

The
level

reasons

used

of protection

to

come

resist
under

exceeding

the three
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the

economically

general

categories

optimal
of

the

structural

measures

greater protection
consequences
failure),

of

having

too large an impact,

people not wanting

(perhaps because they do not fully understand the

flooding

of the magnitude that

could cause project

and the ease with which warning systems a.nd nonstructural

measures could be used to minimize the consequences of any flooding
that occurs.

All three arguments suggest that developing better graphi-

cal,techniques for displaying flood events and the aSf;ociated risks to
the' general

public

decision-making.

could

contribute

a great deal

to more informed

As one of the more sophisticated p)ssibilities, one

could imagine a three-dimensional moving picture sequence, from the perspective of some vantage point near the river, showing the water rise,
buildings inundated, etc.
tions field

Some innovative research in the communica-

could do a great deal to improve understanding of flood

risk by local people and. help individuals in local communities become
much better informed for puhlic participation purposes.
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE
There are three distinct planning levels within the Soil Conservation Service including state, region, and headquarters.

State of-

fices have the most direct contact with non-federal sponsors of projects, conduct the majority of planning, and supervise construction and
operation

of

in~talled

projects.

Much latitude is

,given to State

Conservationists in plan formulation.

Regional

Technical

Service

Centers

each serve several states.

Their chief role in project planning, including that for flood control,
is to provide technical assistance to State Conserva;:ionists.

Water-

shed work plans are reviewed at the cognizant Technical Service Center
prior to being forwarded to headquarters.

The headquarters offices of the agency establish policy, furnish
planning

guidance,

and

have the function of approving projects for
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operations or for submission to Congress..

Except:ions to the 1gency IS

minimum criteria on level of protection can be provided oply by tl!e
Administrator.
Latitude Available in Plan Formulation
Significant variations in the level of protection afforded persons and properties in comparable flood hazard situations are possible
as a result of the wide latitude given State Conservationists in plan
formulation.
control

The

projects

criterion
must

that

eliminate

the

protection

apparent

risk

provided

of

loss

of

by flood
life

in

present or likely future residential, industrial, commercial or other
urban areas is

clear.

However,

it is left to the State Conserva-

tionists to determine what constitutes a risk to life, the likelihood
of future development, and the extent of development which constitutes
a

residential or other "area" within the meaning of the criterion.

Decisions on these matters are complicated by the uncertainty of future
land use change over the life of a project and the lack of information
on what level

of flood

severity constitutes a. significant threat to

life. The latitude given State Conservationists in plan formulation and
the absence of formal guidance on incremental analysis also leads to
other departures from the economic optimum stemming from variation in
the sophistication with which alternatives are analyzed.
In summary, the latitude given State Conservationists in interpreting safety criteria and in executing incremental economic analysis
works to create variability between project designs offered as optimal
and those that would truly maximize net benefits.
not

being treated equally,

but further

Eqwll situations are

study would be necessary to

determine whether or not the time and cost required. to achieve

greater

equity would really be worthwhile.
Differences Between Planning Levels
The trend in recent

years

.control plans has been toward

of policy for formulation of flood

increased stress
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on identification of

plans which maximize net benefits.

This represents a change from the

widely followed former practice of expanding project scope and protection to the greatest extent still providing benefits exceeding costs.
Field adoption of the concept of maximizing net benefits appears to be
progressing unevenly.

This is illustrated by the range of answers

given by Soil Conservation Service planners on the policy on minimum
level of protection for rural areas.
vice has no

While the Soil Conservation Ser-

specified minimum level of protection for rural areas,

other than those related to safety, individual respondents cited various criteria as either "objectives" or "targets" of protection to be
provided.

Whether operative on an individual basis or for a planning

unit, \ these local criteria cause departure from the point of maximum
net benefits in selecting the level of protection to be provided.
While the departures caused by a time lag in adaptation to new
policies

may

cause

relatively

small

inconsistencies

among

.

projects

planned by a particular planning unit, variations among projects planned by different planning units tend to be larger.
complicated

considerably

by

the

long

periods

The situation is

required

for

project

planning and the fact

that a given planning team following' official

policy may need to be

simultaneously applying different criteria to

different projects because of different authorization dates.
Program Characteristics
The level of flood protection provided by Soil Conservation Service projects is affected by two basic characteristics of the agency's
watershed planning program.

These are the program! s cooperative nature

,and its limitation to relatively small watersheds.

Congress established the watershed planning program as a cooperative effort in which the Soil Conservation Service furnishes technical
assistance to non-federal project sponsors.

The non-federal sponsors

select the plan formulation to be put forward, generally from among a
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set

of

alternatives

deemed

by

the Soil Conservation Service to be

Definition of the selected plan therefore becomes a negotia-

viable.

tion between the non-federal sponsor and the Soil Conservation
The

desires,

non-federal
able.

attitudes,

sponsors

So are

technical

capabilities

which

the

bring to the negotiating table are highly vari-

their skills

relevant aptitudes.

and

Servic(~.

in negotiation,

communication and other

The institutional arrangement providing the cooper-

ative approach to planning thus enables project plans to vary over the
range of viability.

An example of the effect this approach has on the

selected level of protection occurs as the non-federal sponsors exercise

choices

in application of safety criteria.

An alert and

so-

phisticated sponsor can generate considerable pressure for a high level
of protection,

in suburban and

rural areas, and reinforce his poj nt

with predictions of extensive development in areas to be protected.
Resolution of the issue thus depends upon the determination and skill
of the sponsor's representatives as well as on the facts of the case .
. TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
The

Tenne~see

Valley Authority's water resources planning activi-

ties are conceritrated in Knoxville, Tennessee.

No physical distance or

obstacles to communication separate headquarters staff and progam managers from those conducting the planning of specific projects.

This

immediacy of supervision plus the relatively small number of projects
in the planning stage at anyone time enables headquarters planners to
focus attention;on individual projects to a greater extent than is the
case with either the Corps of Engineers or Soil Conservation Service.
This in turn decreases the need to issue formal guidance and works for
uniformity in values placed on intangibles from one to another project.
Only one previously approved single purpose flood control project
is incomplete.

This is the South Chickamaga Creek project, estimated

to reduce the annual chance of flooding to 0.28 percent (1/350), which
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was found to be the economic optimum among a range of levels considered.

One incomplete multipurpose reservoir, Duck River, provides protec-

tion against the 100 year flood at the town of Columbia, Tennessee.
The level of protection in that project was determined by the physical
operating compatibility of purposes within the reservoir rather than by
optimization for flood control.

After completion cf these two pro-

jects, the Tennessee Valley Authority does not anticipate undertaking
in the near future any further flood damage reduction projects utilizing structural measures.
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION
The flood control program is such a small part of the Bureau IS
mission that flood storage optimization is given very little attention
in multiple-purpose reservoir design •

Economic effici ency criteria are

set forth as the guide but no substantiating evidence could be found
during the course of the study that they are in fact being used by the
Bureau's engineers and economists with whom the problem was discussed.
In defense of the Bureau, i t should be noted that optimization of flood
storage is much more complicated in multipurpose reservoirs in which
operating policy may be highly variable, in which storage can be put to
dual use for conservation or surcharge purposes, and in which downstream

protection

reservoirs.

may

depend

on

conjunctive

operation

of

several

The cost of the complex analysis required for economic

optimization in such cases may simply not be worthwhile in view of the
small change in net benefits with which it is associated. For example,
in the preceding section on the Tennessee Valley Authority, it was
noted that economic analysis was used to optimize a single- purpose
flood control project but not flood control storage in a multiple-purpose reservoir.
INTERAGENCY DIFFERENCES
There are significant differences in practices related to structural

flood

control

among

the
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federal

agencies.

Some

of

these

differences have an effect on the level of flood protection provided by
the agencies' projects.

Others are important to consideration of what,

if any, modifications to present practices for selection of levels of
protection warrant investigation.
Focus on Flood Control
The four agencies vary widely in the place flood control has in
their overall programs.

While flood control is a major concern of the

Corps of Engineers and the Soil Conservation Service, the flood control
activities of the Bureau of Reclamatiortare incidental to its municipal
and

industrial

water

supply,

power

and

irrigation activites.

The

Tennessee Valley Authority has largely eliminated further construction
in its structural flood control program in favor of operating existing
facilities together with nonstructural measures for flood damage reduction.

This disparity results in a greater degree of attentioncto flood

control activities by high level personnel in the Corps of Engineers
and

Soil

Conservation

Reclamation.

Service

than,

for example,

in the Bureau of

This distinction appears to be reflected in the greater

volume of official guidance which has been prepared and issued by the
Corps and Soil Conservation Service and the more formalized attention
given to flood control planning.
Structure Size
Corps of Engineers structures are generally larger than those of
the Soil Conservation Service due to legislative

constraints on the

Soil Conservation Service with regard to the types of areas to be served,

storage capacities of structures, and other aspects of its pro-

gram.

To the extent that the level of protection normally sought by

each agency is related to the difference in catastrophic potential of
structure failure,
the

agencies.

present practice reflects

this difference between

Soil Conservation Service safety standards call for

assuring no apparent risk to life in the event of the lOO-year flood
al though non-hazardous flooding of populated areas is allowed.
other

hand,

Corps

of

Engineers

general

practice

is

to

On the

attempt

to

contain at least the lOO-year flood and preferably the Standard Project
Flood.
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Clientele
The Corps of Engineers and the Bureau of Reclamation differ from
each other and from the Soil Conservation Service with respect to the
non-federal parties with which they deal and to the nature of the relationship between federal and non-federal parties.
Non-federal

local

flood

protection projects are frequently cities and/or urban counties.

Those

for

the

Soil

sponsors

of

the

Corps

of

Engineers'

Conservation Service are more usually special purpose

districts serving largely rural areas.

Non-federal sponsors of Bureau

of Reclamation projects more commonly are organizatiolls with a primary
interest
Bureau

in
of

pro~ects

irrigation
Reclamation

or
and

municipal
Corps

of

water supply.
Engineers

While both the

construct

mainstream

that affect several states, Soil Conservation Service projects

seldom provide benefits or otherwise affect areas larger than one or
two counties.
The Soil Conservation Service is also unique with respect to the
role played by the non-federal sponsor in plan formulation.

The Soil

Conservation Service only provides technical assistance in planning and
leaves much of the decision-making and project operation to the sponsor.

The effect of this arrangement on the liegotiation of project

levels was noted in an earlier section of this chapter.

In contrast,

the Corps of Engineers and Tennessee Valley Authority have continuing
responsibility for design decisions and project operation and consequently have greater flexibility to achieve agency policy objectives.
In further contrast, the Bureau of Reclamation leaves its flood control
operation to the Corps and takes little direct role in evaluating its
policy implications.
Legislative Base
Flood control activities of each of'the four agencies are founded
in a different statutory base.
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,

\

~'

The statutory differences cause some

nonuniformity in selection of the level of protection.
of

Engineers

and

Soil

Conservation

Service

Both the Corps

programs have

statutory

guidance that the benefits of individual projects should exceed the
associated costs.
the

Tennessee

required

at

This is not th'9 case with flood control projects by

Valley

least

a

Authority,

Blc

ratio

although
of

unity.

agency

policy

has

always

The TVA statutory base

constitutes a legislative rather than economic finding of feasibility.
The statutory bases of the Corps of Engineers, Soil Conservation
Service,

and

Tennessee

Valley Authority are alike in· one important

respect.

Each addresses social well-being as an objective, and each

can thus

be interpreted as requiring flood control scaling to be gov-

erned by factors

in addition to net benefit maximization.

For this

reason, as well as others, any effort by the Water Resources CQuncil to
put dominant emphasis on scaling by economic criteria is unlikely to
succeed.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The descriptive information obtained by reviewing agency guidance
and project reports and by interviews and discussions with agency planners and engineers is reported in Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5 in fulfillment of the general study objective of describing agency procedures for
project design flood

deter~ination.

In summary, these chapters show

that the agencies allow planners considerable flexibility in project
scaling.

The general criteria used can be stated but there is no

step-by-step quantitative procedure to describe.
The descriptive information reported in these four chapters provides the data base for fulfilling the four study objectives specified
by the Water Resources Council in their original scope of work and
restated in the opening chapter of this report.
chapter is divided into fqur sections:
1.

The remainder of this

Statements of conclusions with respect to each of
the four explicit study objectives.

2.

Recommendations

to the Water Resources Council on

obtaining the additional information needed before
effective action can be taken to deal with the
problems identified in (1) above.
3.

Other conclusions and recommendations that do not
directly address
could

the four explicit objectives but

make important contributions

to better in-

formed flood control project scaling.

4.

Recommendation of a specific study as the next logical step for the Water Resources Council to take in
their efforts to improve flood control design in the
national interest.

CONCLUSIONS WITH RESPECT TO EXPLICIT OBJECTIVES

CONCLUSION 1 - CIUTERIA FOR DESIGN FLOOD SELECTION

The first objective of the study was to identify criteria used by
the agencies

to

select project design levels other than those which

maximize net economic benefits.

While no comprehensive listing of the

reasons for departing from economic optimality or description of their
relative significance is available in statutory la\" or f,)rmal agency
guidance, discussions with planning staff suggest that:

A.

The

reasons for· providing levels of protection

higher than those maximizing net benefits include:
in relative order of significance, the following:
(i) concern for loss
either in numbers

of life,

expressed

of lives or indi-

rectly by such factors as water velo. city

and

depth,

available

warning

time, and population density or number of persons at risk;
(ii)

perceived

responsibility

to

provide

the highest possible level of protection consistent with overall economic
feasibility of projects;l

(iii)

reduction of health and safety problems other than risk to life, including peace of mind concerning the possibility of disasterous losses;

1

Respondents occasionally cited language of the agency's basic
statutes in defense of the viewpoint that the objective of restricting
the level of protection to that providing maximum net benefits was
subordinate to the objective of providing a level. of protection that
would not place excessive risk on people who thought they were protected.
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(iv) exercise of
compensating

engineering
for

the

judgment in
uncertainties

and imprecision of hydrologic, hydraulic, and other analyses;
(v) integration of projects with existing
flo04 control works;
(vi)

compliance with the desires of nonfederal

sponsors

of

projects

which

insist on certain minimum levels of
protection as a condition of financial and other pa..rticipation in project

implementation,

operation,

and

maintenance;
(vii) reduction of the public costs for disaster relief and other purposes occasioned by major floods;
(viii) reduction of flood damages to sites
with

significant

cultural,

histori-

cal, and/or environmental values;
(ix)

site specific conditions such as topography, land costs, and others that
result in economic provision of high
levels of protection; and

(x)

protection of facilities essential to
national defense.

B.

The reasons for providing a level of protection less
than that maximizing net benefits include, in relative order of significance, the following:
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(i)

compliance with the
federal
large

sponsors
and

desires

which

unsightly

object

flood

structures

or

which

capability

to

pay

share

implementation

for

of non-

lack
the

to

control
financial

non-federal
of

larger

projects;

(ii)

reduction

of

adverse

environmental

and social impacts, including disruption

of

transportation

systems

and

impacts on values of properties adjacent to levees and flood walls;

(iii)

reduction

in

the

displaced

by

necessary.

for

and

number

of

acquisition
project

persons

of

lands

construction

reduction of the amount of land

taken,

particularly

in

communities

with limited availability of land for
growth;

(iv)

existance of an effective non-federal
program
which

of

flood

reduces

potential

for

flood
loss

plain

mana.gemen t

losses
of

life

and
due

the
to

flooding; and

(v)

site specific constraint~ due tJ geology, available space or other physical conditions.
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The general nature of the foregoing rankings must be recognized.
No more than a few of the listed factors are usually important in any
given scaling decision.

Some respondents suggested that there were no

reasons for providing levels of protection less than that maximizing
net

benefits,

and

most

suggested

only

a

few

of

the

reasons

for

providing levels of protection above that point.
CONCLUSION 2 - QUANTIFICATION OF BENEFITS
The second Qbjective was to specify, as possible from the information obtained during the study, ways of expressing the reasons put
forth as justifying selection of a design flood level other than that
maximizing net economic benefits for explicit use in project scaling.
The interviews uncovered little agency effort to define their reasons
in an explicit quantitative manner and uncovered only two quantitative
systems.
These were the previously referenced published works by
2
Haimes and Buehler. 3 Some preliminary ideas for this sort of analysis
have also been prepared by the Baltimore District, Corps of Engineers. 4
The

Baltimore

District

study

reports

that

for

the

43 floods ex-

perienced over the last 192 years on the Susquehanna River at Harrisburg,

Pennsylvania,

related

to

flooding

only one death could be found that was directly
(p.

50).

In

nearby Milton,

four deaths were

2

Haimes, Yacov, "Multiobjective Framework for Interior Drainage
Systems, " Environmental Systems Management, Inc.
Uni versi ty Heights,
Ohio. March 1978.
3 Buehler, Bob, "Monetary Values of Life and Health, II Journal of
the Hydraulics Division, ASCE, January 1975, V. 101, p. 29.

4

Baltimore District Corps of Engineers, "An Evaluation of
Potential Regional Development and Social Well-Being Benefits for the
Hrrisburg and Milton, Pennsylvania, Flood Control Projects",
March
1977.
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recorded (p. 52); three were caused by heart attacks related to strain
caused in coping with the flooding,

and one was <:;g.used by a victim

drowning while trying to salvage possessions stored in the basement.
Since it was beyond the scope of this study to develop new methodology for quantifying the "intangibles". or to gather criginal empirical
data on the magnitudes of the consequences associated with the various
reasons cited in the first conclusion, only general observations are
possible.

These are:
1.

The reasons cited are used in general (reduction of
risk

to

life)

rather than. in specif lC

(expected

numbers of lives saved) terms;
2.

The reasons tend to sound more important when expressed in general terms than they would t e if defined
by specific information (e.g., saving Ijves in principle sounds stronger than saving four lives indirectly lost because of flooding over 192 years);

3.

The. agencies have

some information on methods to

incorporate their other objectives into their planning process but the available methods are not widely
accepted and, in fact,
use; and

4.

are not ready for general

Better methods are needed to determine and display
trade-off$

among relevant multiple objectives,

to

convey flood risk to the population at hazard and to
employ sensitivity analysis in comparing trade- offs.
As a summary of these points, better methods cannot 1 e developed
until better information on the relevant effects of flooding is assembled.

As a summary of present practices, many flood control projects
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provide greater protection than that maximizing net benefits, and a few
provide

less.

Theoretically,

there are

sound reasons that

justify

these varying levels of protection; however, none have been developed
for consistent application by planners.

Neither did respondents have

any suggestions for procedures to quantify such benefits or report any
personal experience in quantification or attempted quantification of
such beneftis.
CONCLUSION 3 - COSTS FOR DEPARTURES FROM OPTIMUM
The third objective of the study was to identify the differences
in ,costs and project characteristics between recommended projects and
projects maximizing net economic benefits in order that differences in
the type of project and the incremental costs can be made explicit.
In the interviewing related to this question, it became evident
that while economic optimization studies are performed on project scaling, the analysis is generally not detailed enough to provide explicit
answers to this question.

For projects whose figures were obtained,

estimates in the order of a five to ten percent incentive is project
cost were found being expended to build a slightly larger than optimal
facili ty.

No case was discovered where the selected design varied in

type :from the optimal (for example, reservoirs used where channels were
optimal).

An overall assessment would be that the increase in cost

caused by selecting larger than optimal scaling is a relatively small
percentage

of

the

total

flood

control program cost,

and the funds

involved are probably less than the error in the cost estimating process.

Planners implied some shift in project characteristics away from

levees with their high residual risk toward reservoirs, but this was
not verified with examples.
Detailed analysis of this point is not possible through interviews conducted over a short time

span~
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Full analysis would require an

extended period for evaluation of planning documents and design computaIn some cases, origin~l analysis may be required to verify the

tions.

optimality of design levels of protection read from curves or to assign
designs

to

those points.

[n view, however, of the relatively small

amounts of money involved in project overscalingS and the probability
that the observed departures can be justified by objectives other than
economic

development,

it

is doubtful that extended studies

direction woulp. be justified.
setting new policy as would

in this

The results would 110t be as helpful in
the lines of

~tudy

sp~cifically

re.com-

mended.
CONCLUSION

4 - POLICY OPTIONS

The fourth objective of the study was to identify policy options
which may be implemented to address problems or inconsistencies arising'·
from identified lacks of uniform, acceptable procedures for selection
of project design levels of protection.
The investigation found that departures from the level of protection indicated by economic optimality are relatively common and the
procedures
thereby

for arriving at

those departures

suggesting the possibility of

~r~

largely subjective,

significant inequities in the

treatment accorded persons protecte<iby flood control projects.
ever,

the

explici t

scope of the investigation was

How-

not sufficient to support

findings as to whether the departures which occur are justi-

fied by attainment of other objectives or whether any inequities which
actually occur are substantial.

Neither was the scope of investigation

sufficient to provide anything more than a rudimentary ranking of the
relative importance of the factors affecting selection of design flood
levels.

Without more informat.ion,. it is not possible to state with

assurance that C!-ny agency I s procedures for selection of project design

5

Factual documentation of the small costs associated with
overscaling is 'lacking.
However, this view is based on numerous
respondent's cOmments and believed by the authors to be true.
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levels of protection are acceptable or unacceptable.
identification

of

"implementable"

policy

options

Moreover, the

for addressing the

matter may be constrained by statutory law with respect to the level of
flood protection the Congress

sought to have the agencies' projects

provide.
This

leaves

investigation

did

the

matter

confirm

of

that

uniformity
important

to

be

addressed.

differences

exist

The
in

the

procedures for and results of selecting project design flood levels.
The policy options which are available for responding to these differences lie along a continuum from continuing

preseI~~

practices at one

extreme to prescribing specific uniform procedures for application by
all

Federal

agencies

at

the

other.

A policy

on

one

end of the

continuum maximizes flexibility to serve diverse needs while a policy
at the other end provides' a uniform approach (which mayor may not be
equivalent to uniform treatment).
creased uniformity,

At some point on the path to in-

it w'ould be necessary to amend the relevant au-

thorizing legislation to develop a common statutory base for all flood
control activities by the Corps of Engineers, Soil Conservation Service,

Tennessee

Valley Authority,

and Bureau of Reclamation.

Such

action would logically need to be coordinated with efforts to reorganize water resources planning in the federal est l.blishment.

These op-

tions are evaluated below in the order:
1.

Continue present practices unchanged;

2.

Prescribe specific procedures for uniform application by all federal agencies;

3.

Seek amendments to existing legislation to develop a
common statutory base for all flood control activities.

4.

Make specific modifications to improve uniformity.
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Continuation of Present Practice
In actuality, a course of inaction by the Water' Resources Council
would leave the

respective agencies free

to pursll'.~ their indiv idual

Such a policy would do, nothing to correct

'project scaling policies.

any inequities in the existing system and would be justified only by
finding that the cost of all efforts to correct imlentifiable inequities would exceed the benefits from doing so.

This ~;ituation is highly

unlikely.
Prescribe Uniform Procedures
Attempts to modify agency procedures sufficiently to achieve procedural uniformity would greatly reduce existing agency flexibility and
are very likely to be counterproductive because they wotld conflict
with legislative mandates and political decision processes.
this

sort are certainly not recommended at present.

Efforts of

A· better theo-

retical and empirical basis for the prescribed procedures would need to
be established, and suchan effort is likely to show that the advantages of maintaining some flexibility are so great that the:,r should not
be lost.
Amend Basic Legislation
More would be required to amend the statutory bas(' for
control activities than simply specifying the level of
provided

or

the

considerations.

consideration

to

be

given

to

prot(~ction

other

than

flood
to be

economic

Agency procedures are deeply rooted in thE character-

istics of their assigned programs ,including the

sorts of clienteles

they serve and the combinations of project purposes usually undertaken.
Variations in procedures also

reflect diversity in topographic, geo-

graphic, economic, environmental and other factors important in project
formulation.

Achieving, uniformity in the, legislative bas(! for flood

control acti vi ties while
differences

might

well

simultaneously accommodating thef:e types of
open political issues that would be counter

productive in terms of achieving the desired objectives.
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Make Specific Modifications
Notwithstanding the differences in procedure which exist between
agencies and between planning units within each agency, there are many
areas of common, if not uniform, procedure.

All of the planning units

are applying expert professional judgment in selecting levels of protection

and offered rationales for their procedures which evidenced

thoughtful adaptation of basic agency guidance to the particular projects for which they were responsible.
The greatest single cause for any inequity cansed by nonuniform
procedures is variation dealing with the reasons listed in Conclusion I
for

departing

from

economic optimality in project scaling which is

caused, in turn, by a lack of specific information and guidance.
RECOMMENDATIONS WITH RESPECT TO EXPLICIT OBJECTIVES
RECOMMENDATION I - DEFINITION OF CRITERIA FOR DESIGN FLOOD SELECTION
The Water Resources Council should cooperate with,
and help coordinate as necessary, efforts of, the Corps
of Engineers, Soil Conservation Service, Office of Water
Research and Technology, uni versi ty rE'sear·:::h teams, and
others working to improve the planning me thodology applicable
should

to flood
define

as

control program scalin!;.
objectively

as

possible

The work
the

eleven

reasons identified in Conclusion I

for increasing the

level

reasons

of

protection

reducing it.

and

the

five

The definitions should

cited

for

be systematically

consolidated into a framework that considers both probable values and risks and that is amenable to meaningful
application

by planners.

Priori ties on work to make

these reasons explicit should generally follow the order
in which they are given.
given

to

the

new

Special attention should be

techniques
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of

risk

analysis

being

developed as they are applicable to flood program. scaling.

In explaining each of these 16 reasons or factors,

the investigation should:
A.

Define the theoretical basis f9r the
factor as a legitimate planning objective distinct

from

used or recommended.

others being
This process

would be expected to eliminate ,some
factors and combine others.
B.

Collect empirical data to show when
each factor should be considered and
to provide an example that can be
followed by others.

C.

Recommend,

to

the

extent possible,

procedures others can use for quantification

and

display'

of

those

factors found to theoretically sound
and empirically significant.
RECOMMENDATION 2 - IDENTIFICATION OF COSTS OF DEPARTURES fROM OPTIMALITY
The Water Resources Council should work with the several
federal agencies in developing practical procedures for
defining and displaying tradeoffs between such important
flood

control objectives as net benefit maximization,

prevention of the loss of human life, minimization of
environmental disruption, minimization of the number of
families required to move from their homes, minimization
of the social and psychological effects of flood disasters, etc.
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The Water Resources Council should also seek revision of
the Principles and Standards to require the display and
comparison of NED plans developed with· and without consideration of factors

other than maximization of net

economic benefits so that the cost of departures from
the economic optimum can be identified and evaluated.

RECOMMENDATION 3 - EXERCISE OF POLICY OPTIONS
The U.S. Water Resources Council should lead and coordinate an inter-agency effort to make such specific adjustments to procedures for selection of design floods as
are practical and will achieve significant improvements
in consistency. Specifically the Council and the participating agencies should:
A.

Strengthen efforts to provide field offices
with explicit and easily understandable guidance

interpreting

respect
provided

to
in

basic

legislation

with

the level of protection to "be
flood

control

projects

and

clarifying the effort expected toward maximization of net benefits in formulation of NED
plans.

Such guidance should provide basic

instructions

that

planners

throughout

the

organizations can use to determine reasonable levels of effort to spend in planning
and to present
protection
B.

their

selected

levels

of

Provide more explicit guidance to planning
units on how to:
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(i)

determina

the

consequences

to

life,

safety; and health from failure of project components;
(ii) specify

safety

provisions

that

are

reasonable precautions against the consequences defined.
C.

Improve

the uniformity of safety analysis

and criteria for selecting safety provisions
among agencies so that similar analyse1:i and
criteria

are

applied

to

similar

projects

regardless of the federal agency performing
the planning.
D.

Provide improved guidance for

dealing' ob-

jectively with each of the other reasons for
departure

from economic optimality identi-

fied in Conclusion 1.
ADDITIONAL FINDINGS
In addition to the above conclusions and recommendations directly
responding to the prescribed scope of work, the study led to six other
conclusions and recommendations that 'can make a significant contribution to better project scaling decisions.

These are presented below in

a format sta ting the conclusion and following it with' a recommended
action.
EMPHASIS ON ECONOMIC OPTIMALITY
The extent to which the level of protection identified for NED
plans departs from that truly maximizing net benefits varies according
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to

the availability of information for analysis, resourcefulness and

analyticaJ skills of planning personnel, and the time and funds devoted
to data collection and planning.
Attention

should

be

given

in

the

agencies

and

through the Water Resources Council to upgrading of the
personnel skills necessary to insure practical productive use of modern analytical techniques.

Official agen-

cy guidance should resolve any concerns about interpretation of basic statutory charges so far as they affect
the level of protection to be provided and clarify the
effort expected to be expended in maximizing net benefits.
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION FLOOD CONTROL ACTIVITIES
The Bureau of Reclamation has no identifiable organizational element responsible for review of flood control components .of the projects
it plans and constructs.
neers furnishes

The arrangement by which the Corps of Engi-

information concerning the need for and benefits of

flood control associated with Bureau of Reclamation projects does not
assure sufficient attention to the factors listed in Conclusion 1.
The Water Resources Council should urge the Bureau of Reclamation to assign responsibility at each or...,.
ganizational level for review and analysis of any flood
control

component

of

the

agency's projects to assure

pertinent intangible. factors are given appropriate consideration.

USE OF NONSTRUCTURAL MEASURES
Combinations of structural and nonstructural measures hold promise
for

improving the economic efficiency, safety, and environmental as-

pects of flood damage reduction programs.

Insufficient attention and/

or guidance is devoted to the benefits of integrating structural and
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non structural measures,

resulting

in encouragement for selection of

greater project design leveis to achieve objectives solely by structural means.
The Water Resources Council, the Corps of Engineers, and the Soil Conservation Service should . nvestigate the potential of non structural measures for ;atisfying the intangible objectives of flood damage reduction
projects.

For example, it is important to have some way

of estimating the effectiveness of nonstructural flood
Nonstruccontrol programs in providing human safety.
tural program effectiveness in achieving each of the
other

15

objectives

listed

in

the

first

conclusion

should be explained.

IMPACT OF NATIONAL FLOOD INSURANCE PROGRAM
Procedures for selecting design flood levels for flood control projects are largely unrelated to the lOO-year return period required of
local communities participating in the Federal Flood Insurance Program.
This complicates coordination between structural flood control projects
and complementary land use control and flood proofing measures.

The

selection of the lOa-year return period employed by the Federal Insurance Administration is not based on consideration of site specific factors nor arrived at through application of the Principles and Standards.

In addition, definition of the lOa-year flood differs between

the Federal Insurance Administration on one hand and the Corps of Engineers and Soil Conservation Service on the other.

Specifically, the

construction agencies consider future urban development in the tributary area in developing their flood hydrology and the Federal Insurance
Administration does not.
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The

Principles

and

Standards

promulgated

by

the

Water Resources Council for water resources planning and
the

procedures

recommended

to

standardize

flood

fre-

quency analysis are not going to achieve effective program coordination unless they are uniformly employed by
all agencies involved.

Every effort should be made to

integrate the Federal Insurance Administration into the
Council so that the consistency of flood damage programs
can be improved by pursuing common objectives

UNDERSTANDING OF FLOOD PROBLEMS
Major distortions are caused in flood project scaling optimization
by the failure of occupants of flood hazard areas to understand the
risks associated with levee failure, channel overtopping, or reservoir
releases
control.

due

to

floods

larger

than

the

reservoir

was

designed

to

This lack of understanding is biased in most caseS toward

underestimation

of

the

risk

and

consequently

leads individuals and

communities to expose themselves to much greater risks than they may
really want, in order to reduce costs, environmental effects, project
land requirements, etc.

The best evidence of this bias is that people

in communities which have recently experienced a major flood or levee
failure and the consequent disaster push for much larger project scales
than do people in communities that have not had that sort of experience.
This problem needs to be overcome in two steps. One
is

for

engineers and planners to improve their capa-

bili ty of predicting exactly what happens when design
floods are exceeded. The second step is to convey this
information

to the public in a way that nontechnical

people

understand.

can

Modern

communication

systems

offer tremendous opportunities for displaying physical
descriptions.

With

respect
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to

flood

risk,

one

can

imag i ne videoscreens

portraying a

pIa i n and

it::.;

buildi ngs and other contents in three dimensi ons .

By

interacting through a
demonstrating flood

flood

computer terminal, the engineers

risk could select some historical,

the IOO-year or the standard project flood and show on
the screen the dynamics of the rising and falling hydrograph,

the damage occurring,

afterwards •. These

sorts

of

and the devastation left
visual

displays

were

de-

veloped in an NSF contract for urban transportation and
renewal planning to simulate such items as the drive to
work through a city.
opportunity

to

The concept provides an untapped

improve

communication

betw'een

planners

and the public for flood control planning.
ANALYSIS OF THE NEED FOR FURTHER STUDY
This investigation into the design flood levels being selected
for flood control projects was undertaken because of a general feeling
that oversized projects. were costing the taxpayers unwarranted amounts
and placing unnecessary strain on the environment.

Furthermore, it was

suspected that differences in the procedures employed and results obtained by various federal agencies might be resulting in inequities
among those

served by such projects.

However, the facts to support

this suspicion have not been previously collected or articulated in any
coherent manner.

As a

result,

the study objectives specified in the

Scope of Work for the project had to be broad because not enough was
known

about

aspects

the

problem

to

state

conCisely arid

specifically

what

ought to be investigated and what depth of inquiry would be

appropriate.
This

investigation was

therefore based on interviews and data

which could be obtained ina few weeks and hence necessarily constituted a preliminary exploration of the problem.
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One of the important

results of the effort is a listing of the factors being considered in
Most of these factors are reasonable

flood control project scaling.

for flood control project planners to consider but none have been articu Lated in the detail or with the specificity needed for consistent
appllcation.
The preceding sections of this chapter presented specific needs.
The purpose of this last section is to meet some of those needs by
recommending a specific study for developing the data base and expanding toward the methodology needed for better project scaling decision
making.

Such a study should:
1.

Collect information from the agencies on how specific

projects have fared in reducing loss of life,

fulfilling

public

expectations

for

reliable

flood

protection, reducing health and safety problems, etc.
2•

Investigate the recommended policy option in detail
and describe fully the types of specific modifications of procedures which would be useful, obstacles
to and methods for implementation of specific modifications,

and

expected

accomplishments

of

their

implementation.
3.

Supplement the consideration given to the level of
protection

provided

by structural measures with a

more limited but complementary treatment of:
A.

protection

provided

by

nonstructural

measures and by projects combining structural and nonstructural measures; and
B.

the extent to which nonstructural measures can meet intangible objectives of
the sort cited in Conclusion 1.
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The line of investigation should be continued with
a holistic evaluation of what can be done to make the
entire flood control planning framework more effective.
The study should include technical evaluations followed
by discussion with agency personnel to evaluate the
reasonableness and implementability of specific recommendations.

Specific components of the research design

should include:
A.

Detailed theoretical and empirical investigations in the depth needed for expression
of

the

reasons

the agencies now use

in

departing from economic optimality in project

scaling

methods

and design in the

and

procedures

sistently and

form of

that can be

explicitly used

con-

in project

formulation.
B.

Identification and evaluation of the differences

in

statutory

base

among

the

federal agencies' flood loss reduction projects and how those differences affect the
scaling
measures

of

structural

and

and

integration

nonstructural
of

the

total

effort and of how they would affect adoption and use of the methods and procedures
proposed in Step A to be provided.
C.

Identification of the total flood loss reduction program

{structural and nonstruc-

tural)that would make the most

se'lse for

several selected case study locations.
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The

plans should be selected in consideration
of the theories of. economic analysis and
multiple

objective planning,

the guidance

found in the Principles and Standards and
specific methods and procedures proposed in
Step A to be provided.
D.

Comparison of

the

idealized optimal pro-

grams of Step C with actual plans agencies
are now formulating and evaluation of the
causes for the differences.
E.

Comparison among agencies
ences

of the differ-

between agency and idealized plans

(Step D) to indicate which situations are
best

handled

by

which

agency

and

which

situations are not adequately handled by
any existing agency programs (cases exist
where

communities

with

serious

flood

problems cannot get help from any program).

F.

Formulation of recommendations for resolving the inequities and problems identified
in Steps D and E and discussion of these
recommendations and the methods proposed in
Step A with agency staff and representatives of cities, counties, special purpose
districts, states, river basin commissions,
and

citizen

examine

the

influentials
institutional

in

order

feasibility

to
of

the ideas.
G.

Working with agency planners in the test
application of the results of the study to
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some actual flood problems.

Nothing works

better than a demonstration application in
identifying unanticipated difficulties.
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